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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Our world today is subjected to accelerated economic, social and environmental changes; changes that are volatile, uncertain, complex
and ambiguous. These changes are deeply affecting individuals,
communities and entire countries, and often cut across income
strata. The most vulnerable people are suffering the most; the increasing instabilities at work place is causing rapid increases in
stress, anxiety, and fear, and are resulting in the inevitable worsening of chronic health issues and lifestyle diseases. People who are in
a stressful work environment, are less educated, less mobile, older,
or who already have pre-existing health conditions, are getting
affected the most. Mental and physical well-being is at the core of
the problem, but also the key to the remedy. Good health is closely
related to happiness and productivity and much needed in order to
meet the challenges we face as individuals, and as members of our
family unit and our society. Our medical systems were already starting to burst at the seams to treat the epidemic of lifestyle diseases
before the current global pandemic hit our world. The solution
is not expensive treatments to manage these issues. The solution
is to fix the problem at the source. We must innovate and adapt.
Technology and artificial intelligence (AI) will continue to cause
job losses due to automation, but technology and AI will also be on
the forefront of affordable solutions when applied correctly. In this
paper, we show how it is possible to provide reasonably priced and
effective guidance to customers and caregivers through a health
and wellness system called OmMeGo that employs two types of
AI to make this possible. The first type of AI works with a human
coach/trainer input to provide affordable yet highly customizable
and personalized metrics-driven coaching to users, while the second type of AI produces more accurate physiology monitoring that
is calibrated to individual customers than what is possible with
regular wearable trackers. OmMeGo, a Lightsphere AI product,
now also provides Sentinel Mode, a pandemic monitoring and alert
extension for employers, that tracks and alerts customers on the
risk of infection and sickness, and an OmMeGo Sentinel T4 package for families that helps them monitor the health and wellness
of their loved ones remotely. Lightsphere AI is dedicated towards
producing AI for upgrading humans on this planet; hence we will
also be continuously upgrading our OmMeGo AI itself, with new
capabilities launching every week.

AI, wearable vitals tracker, remote monitoring, family health, lifestyle
disease prevention, wellness coaching, contact tracing
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INTRODUCTION

Lightsphere AI builds AI for Humans, that helps fight the two
chronic problems our modern society is facing today because of
Automation. The first problem of updating your skills in advance
of the future job-market so that you can stay ahead of disappearing
jobs, and the second problem of staying fit and healthy in a World
where there are constant pressures on your health due to a lack
of physical activity, job stress, and poor nutrition. Imagine if you
could look into the future, to upgrade your brain into the right
skills that fit your aptitude, and if you could look deep inside to
fix those annoying habits that prevent you from upgrading your
body. By combining advanced AI mentoring mixed selectively with
a Human mentor when needed, we can make this affordable for
every Human, and change this World. Perhaps one day, with good
automation and positive AI replacing negative automation, we will
bring this planet back to its pristine condition, and even spread life
beyond Earth! 1
In particular, our OmMeGo product focuses on upgrading your
physical and mental well-being by mixing two types of AI together:
(1) an AI that automatically calibrates vitals measured using wearables to your body, in order to provide more accurate feedback than
would otherwise be possible., and (2) an AI that works seamlessly
with a human coach to provide you affordable, yet highly customized training programs. These programs allow you to quickly
discover what works for you, and then tune and optimize your
nutrition, lifestyle and workouts based on measurable metrics.
The world is currently facing a number of interrelated crises
from COVID-19 to climate change that is deeply affecting individuals, communities and the global economy. Even before the virus hit
us, our society was suffering from an epidemic of lifestyle diseases
that was already putting a lot of burden on our medical infrastructure. Contrary to a popular misconception, this epidemic, though
definitely harder for some poorer sections of our society in some
parts of the world, was crossing income lines, and in some countries
such as USA was affecting 4 out of 5 people. In Europe, Asia and
elsewhere in the world, the number of obese or overweight people,
or people with related lifestyle diseases was also rising rapidly.
People, regardless of their income level, who have a stressful work
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dream that Lightsphere AI founder, chief engineer & CEO Gunjan Gupta has had
for decades, and what drove him towards creating the vision for Lightsphere AI. He
strongly believes that the solution to some of the key problems on our planet is closely
tied to our ability to colonize another planet, and for preventing a future human-made
or natural extinction-level event wiping out our civilization.
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environment, are less educated, less mobile, older, or who already
had pre-existing health conditions were more likely to suffer from
these issues.
The long-term solution to the epidemic of interrelated lifestyle
diseases of obesity, diabetes, high blood-pressure, cardio-vascular
disease, arthritis, depression (along with many other types of immune system and neurological disorders that tend to occur at higher
incidences with these lifestyle issues) was never in managing such
issues with expensive treatments. Such treatments not only do not
fix the underlying problem or make a person healthy, but they also
drain our precious resources, and cause huge financial burdens on
our society.
The solution instead, is to prevent them from occurring in an
individual in the first place by removing the root cause of these
problems with creative and motivational education and coaching.
The biggest challenge in achieving that goal, unfortunately, is the
availability of qualified coaches. There are just not enough trained
experts in the world to provide the traditional long-term coaching
needed to solve this problem.
Now, with the onslaught of yet another and completely different
type of epidemic; that of COVID-19, and at such a rapid and global
scale, these issues have only become further compounded. The
treatment resources for the first epidemic of lifestyle diseases are
even more limited now, as much of our healthcare resources are
now being spent on dealing with the virus. What is even worse is
that the very same people who were part of the first epidemic of
lifestyle diseases, are the people who are several times more likely
to die from a COVID-19 infection, or suffer long-term health issues
if they survive.

1.1

Businesses, families and individuals can use OmMeGo Sentinel
Mode at the same time as the OmMeGo wellness and fitness programs with a coach. The OmMeGo wellness and fitness programs
allow individuals to optimize their health and minimize the effect
the virus will have on them if they ever got infected 2 , while the
Sentinel Mode stands guard and protects them from waves of the
pandemic sweeping through their communities. Both sub-systems
use monitoring technology that far surpasses anything else out
there, and are sold in a single affordable package of (pricing details
available on ommego.com). Our reason to keep the prices so low is
that we want everyone to use our product; only with large adoption
would we make a significant impact.

1.2

Privacy, Security & Compliance

We take the privacy and security of our customer’s data very seriously; we have released a separate document titled OmMeGo:
Privacy, Security & Compliance that covers in more detail how we
protect our consumer, employee and employer data. To summarize here in short, we provide a lot of control and transparency
to our individual members on how their data is collected, stored
and used. Our customers can temporarily turn their data access to
their coach/manager/head-of-household on and off at any given
time. They can also remove or assign access to a new manager,
coach or another member of the OmMeGo system. As a part of our
privacy policy, we also do not share our data with any third party.
For employers and our professional coaches, we further restrict
how they can share their employee/customer data. They are not
allowed to share any employee/customer data with anyone without
prior written permission from their employee/customer. Any such
violation of this policy, or a complaint about such a violation, from
their employee or customer, will be investigated by the OmMeGo
team. If evidence is found to prove such a violation, it can result
in a temporary or permanent suspension of the OmMeGo account
belonging to the coach or the employer.
At this point, we are also actively working towards US (HIPAA)
and European Union compliance certifications, in preparation for
releasing our software to medical providers, hospitals and clinics.
Though we follow practices that go way beyond basic compliance
requirements, our employers and wellness coaches outside of medical establishments do not need to activate a formal compliance
process with OmMeGo to start using it 3 . However, if they require
such compliance before they can use our product, they can contact
us for more information on how they can be set up with a compliant
account.
We now summarize the layout of the rest of the paper. In Section
2 we provide a background as to why something like OmMeGo is
needed as the foundation of a health and wellness management
system for our society, with some illustrative examples. In Section
3 we discuss the Sentinel Mode and how it can be used not just for
workplace monitoring and safety, but also for families to monitor
their loved ones during and beyond the pandemic. In Section 4
we discuss current methods for lifestyle improvements and their

Sentinel Mode

In sections 3 and 5.9 we introduce an extension to our OmMeGo
system called Sentinel Mode that goes far beyond the current passive
and manual contact tracing systems available today. It also goes
far beyond the daily manual IR temperature checks and questionnaires common at workplaces these days. Sentinel Mode is designed
for both families and employers to provide continuous home and
workplace monitoring and safety. Sentinel even provides some degree of protection to individuals who live alone and work alone.
In OmMeGo Sentinel Mode, we combine the power of OmMeGo’s
daily active vitals and questionnaire data collection framework
(which is already used by our OmMeGo Human-AI coach hybrid
system) with some key patent-pending AI-based innovations, to
provide an early detection system for sickness and infections. For
the workplace, we also provide a highly private, fully automated,
real-time monitoring, contact tracing, notification, and reporting
system. In case of an infection at the workplace, what takes days to
track manually with current methods, can be monitored, analyzed
and summarized within minutes with our system. In particular, the
Command Center (Section 5.5.9) feature of OmMeGo works well
with the Sentinel Mode to make this possible. The Command Center
provides a dashboard for the manager at a business or the head
of the household to be able to view the current status of all of the
individuals they are monitoring in one place, and drill down into
the detailed history of the individuals in one click at any time.

2 The

virus attacks people with health issues and low fitness levels more severely.
compliance will always require that our employers and coaches are also set
up with formal compliance processes on their premises already, which may not be the
case for most coaches and employers working outside the medical establishment.
3 Formal
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various limitations, thus motivating further why OmMeGo humanAI hybrid coaching is needed. In Section 5, we introduce OmMeGo,
and wrap up with Appendix in Section 6, where we present several
Customer and human Coach usage flows with screen-shots in detail
that were described earlier in the paper.

severe strain on the availability of such treatment. The shortage
is creating long waiting times for treatments that don’t cure the
diseases and can last for decades over an individual’s remaining
life-span.
The daily medication requirements for a multitude of chronic
illnesses that often occur simultaneously in one individual (such
as blood-pressure, diabetes, arthritis, depression, and other neurological disorders) can add up to dozens of pills per day, and can
run into thousands of dollars a month. Even if this cost is covered
by a national insurance plan, it is still a huge financial burden on
society. Though such daily treatments can substantially prolong
the life-expectancy of the individual, they only provide modest
improvement in their quality of life. In most cases these treatments
do not allow a normal desired daily routine, and also require continuous adjustments and monitoring by their care-providers.
For aforementioned reasons, the cost of treatments is prohibitive
for most individuals, even with insurance. Even in countries that
provide broader healthcare coverages, such as Canada and parts of
Europe, the costs are still prohibitive for the government and the
society at large. Additionally, the cost of lost labor productivity for
the employers and for the general economy is perhaps even larger.

2 LIFESTYLE DISEASES EPIDEMIC
2.1 Effect of Automation & Virtual Presence
The steady march of technological improvements can support the
virtuous cycle of continuous per-capita productivity, income, demand, and consumption levels. But at the same time, the improved
productivity is causing massive disruptions in labor markets.
The increasing automation at work also produces additional
stress; the stress of having to adapt to an ever-changing labor market, and of constantly having to retrain and upgrade one’s skills.
This is also complemented by the rapid march of similar automation at home which is often the cause of reduced physical activity
due to automation and virtual engagements. The combination of
a more stressful and unpredictable work environment combined
with reduced physical activity and fewer social interactions is creating an epidemic of an unhealthy, mentally/emotionally/spiritually
strained, and often a very sick population.
Because this phenomenon has happened gradually, we have
yet to develop the proper tools to offset the effects and we are illprepared, as a society, to deal with the unintended consequences.
While we watch the situation getting worse, we have felt powerless
in finding solutions that the mainstream will embrace and put
into use. Our medical expenses as a society are now dominated by
chronic lifestyle diseases; including obesity, diabetes, hypertension,
cardio-vascular disease, arthritis, depression, along with many other
types of immune system and neurological disorders that tend to
occur at higher incidences with these lifestyle issues.

2.2
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2.3

Fixing Lifestyle issues is the cure

If we were able to somehow provide enough treatment resources
for all the people who needed it (e.g. by increasing the production
of therapeutics), we would still only be treating the symptoms, and
not addressing the real problem. The sustainable solution for our
societies is not more treatment centers and additional prescription
drugs. With proper evaluation, monitoring, and sustained lifestyle
changes, a vast majority of our population from children to the
elderly would not develop these disorders.
What is even more impressive is that the same interventions that
can prevent lifestyle related diseases, can, in most cases, actually
cure such illnesses in most people! Yes, it is impressive; it has been
established that when the root causes of these lifestyle diseases are
removed, a majority of these disorders can disappear completely.
The human body has an incredible capacity to repair itself, but
that can only be done when the underlying issues causing these
disorders are removed for a prolonged period. The body cannot
heal itself when a person continues to cause the harm through their
chosen lifestyle; often harm that they are not even aware they are
causing to themselves.
Such prevention and cure would also make more advanced therapeutics available for people who really need it. Many people need
special treatments for diseases that are not lifestyle related; either
because of other underlying factors, a true infection, or due to aging.
It would also free up vast medical resources currently spent on such
preventable conditions. These could then be used for other more
sustainable areas in medicine research; such as finding solutions
for genetics related diseases, curing cancers, preventing effects of
aging, or building stronger vaccines for defending against novel
pandemic outbreaks.
Though there are underlying genetic factors that can make people more or less prone to certain lifestyle diseases, in most cases a
good regimen of diet, exercise, and lifestyle choices can keep most
of the lifestyle diseases at bay. In fact, such good practices are even

Treatments are not a cure

Less than a century ago, most people in the world were worried
about dying early of infectious diseases. In contrast, advances in
modern medicine, access to clean water, modern sanitary plumbing, and availability of treatments for infections, accidents, and
other lifestyle diseases, has caused normal life-expectancy to approach high 70s and low 80s. The odds of someone 65 or older
reaching into the 90s is higher than ever. This is true now not just
for industrialized countries, but also to a great degree for many
middle-income countries. Most of the lower-income countries are
also slowly catching up with the industrialized countries in terms
of life expectancy.
People are living longer, and that is a good thing, as parents get
to enjoy more years with their grandchildren, and many highly productive members of our society continue to contribute their wisdom
into their 60s and beyond. However, this increased life expectancy
is also superimposed with the the advent of sedentary lifestyles and
obesity. This combination is resulting in an explosion of the lifestyle
diseases epidemic, which is rapidly making the burden of monitoring and caring for our sick and elderly unmanageable. These
chronic lifestyle diseases require complex continuous monitoring
and treatments. With increasing demand, the per-capita healthcare
expenses continue to rise faster than our incomes. This is causing
3
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more important for people with such genetic predispositions, than
for people who are gifted with better genetics.

2.4

• I don’t eat a lot. I think I am getting heavier because I
am getting older: Consistently eating just a couple of hundred extra calories a day could result in morbid obesity in 5
years (100 lb weight gain), while a small deficit caused by a
healthier diet and exercise can result in equivalent healthy
weight loss over even shorter time scales. Most people attribute their gradual weight gain to aging, though that is
not the root cause. Additionally people’s activity levels can
decrease as they go from being a college student who walks a
lot, to getting a job and driving to work, and finally ending up
starting a family and using it as an excuse to ignore physical
activity (how many times have we heard “I am too busy with
my family to work out 3 days a week”). When their activity
levels drop, they are not necessarily able to reduce their food
intake accordingly and end up with a slight surplus and thus
weight gain that slowly adds up to obesity levels. Of course
the solution is not just dieting, but stopping this trend early
by improving the quality of the food (nutrition-rich, slower
digesting food with lower calorie density), and adding some
exercise to compensate for the decreased natural physical
activity in their lifestyle.
• Gut issues can cause depression, weight gain, inflammation: It has been found in the recent years that the organisms in our gut are responsible not just in helping us digest
food better, but some are actively involved in controlling our
mood, appetite, and even controlling other harmful bacteria
in our gut that can cause inflammation. An unhealthy gut
can even cause leakages of toxins and inflammatory compounds into our blood-stream and exacerbate many other
health issues related to inflammation elsewhere in our body.
An imbalance in the gut micro-organisms can even cause addiction to low quality food that can worsen depression, and
accelerate nutrition related issues and weight gain, while a
healthy and diverse diet can reverse this gut flora damage
and restore balance to both appetite and mood. How do we
educate ourselves and our general population to manage
their gut health? What is the process for determining that
a diet that will not be good for one person’s genetic profile,
even if it works for many other people? How do we fix these
issues - once they start? Based on test results, what type of
regimented dietary changes need to be performed for someone with gut issues, and how can such dietary changes be
made palatable and sustainable for years for one individual?
• How to exercise and cure bad knees: Damages to knees
and joints caused by obesity or just neglect can make it difficult for some people to lose weight and maintain a healthy
lifestyle, since the reduced mobility makes it difficult to start
exercising. What they need to do in such a situation often
is to start slow, focusing not on aerobic programs to burn
calories, but on compression exercises to strengthen joints,
while simultaneously going on a special diet to lose some
weight. This results in their joints having less strain on them,
less inflammation, and increased strength, which then allows
them to safely increase their cardio and aerobics exercise intensity. The exact sequence of exercises and their frequency
and intensity depends completely on the situation of each individual; their age, weight, and their current cardio-vascular

Education & Coaching are the key

The issue of lifestyle diseases is not something that can be solved by
just putting more dollars towards treatments of the side-effects of
these diseases. It actually requires significant and early investment
in education of the people in the domains of wellness, self-care,
healthy diet, and exercise.
For most people, these issues arise because of just a few imbalances; (a) lack of enough (or healthy) physical activity, (b) stress at
work and home, (c) lack of good quality and sufficient sleep, and
(d) improper nutrition (some combination of highly processed diet
with insufficient slow carbs and fiber, absence of fresh produce in
diet, and consumption of imbalanced or unhealthy types of fats and
proteins).
What complicates and exacerbates these four self-sabotaging
issues is that they reinforce each other. Stress at work or home
makes an individual’s sleep quality worse. It is also more likely
that one would eat less healthy food. It is a known fact that nutritionally balanced food is harder to think about under stress, as it
often requires good planning. Eating less healthy food can result
in depression and mental tiredness which further demotivates the
individual from thinking about diet or exercise.
A simple lack of awareness that this situation even exists, leaves
most of us without a way to monitor our behavior, and its effect
on our life’s happiness, health, and overall well-being. We have
to create awareness about two critical facts: (1) recognizing and
attacking the most important issue first, to get out of this cycle, (2)
being aware that things will naturally degrade rapidly and get worse
without active promotion of a virtuous cycle of good nutrition,
exercise, and sleep.
Somehow, we need to find practical and actionable ways to show
people how to get out of such a vicious cycle, while at the same
time make them aware of the dangers of these small imbalances in
one’s life. People facing these issues need to come to a deep and
innate realization that there is no simple cure or a magic bullet.
Many small bad choices can add up fairly quickly and destroy one’s
health and shorten one’s life. On the other hand fixing underlying
factors with knowledge and training to form several small positive
feedback loops can, over time, result in substantial improvements
in one’s health and wellness that can last a lifetime.

2.5

Illustrative Examples

Here are some example problems related to nutrition, obesity and
arthritis that illustrate the complexity of multiple interacting factors
that cause such health issues. The knowledge that a person needs
to have to fix these problems are subtle and complex, and require a
systematic analysis followed by a regimented program over several
months to years. Without a coach who creates a program for them,
trains them, and constantly adjusts the program based on results, it
would be hard for most people to come up with a safe procedure to
cure these problems on their own. And, even if they do understand
the issues, it is difficult for most people to have enough motivation
over a prolonged period of time to follow through with such a
program on their own:
4
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Table 1: Customers at all fitness levels can see dramatic benefits with highly regimented long-term coaching with a human
expert.
Previous Fitness Level
Obese, multiple co-morbidity
Some health issues, some symptoms

Out of shape, minor issues that
could get worse over time if not
treated
Average fitness

Highly fit

Scenario
Going from being obese to a having a lean and fit body. In the process of getting leaner, getting rid of Type 2 diabetes
and sleep apnea and all related medication. Coach usually works with multiple experts over a signficant period to
achieve this goal (see Figure 1).
An individual with normal range body weight, who has a habit of moderately heavy drinking, has been smoking half a
pack of cigarette for the past 10 years, and eats a lot of junk food since it’s convenient. The person was just starting to
experience some depression, difficulty sleeping, and physical health issues, when he got the bad news about his 10
year older brother dying from a massive heart attack. This motivates him to prevent a deadly future for himself, and
he becomes a fitter individual who relishes healthy eating, does not smoke, and drinks only on special occasions.
Going from suffering moderate joint issues and injuries during workouts that required non-stop therapies to becoming
fit, independent and a avid medium distance runner.
Someone going from a normal fitness level with good diet and exercise habits, to becoming a well-cut local cross-fit
celebrity. Training includes working with a coach to highly optimized and regimented workout and nutrition programs,
and sleeping and rest schedules. The programs are updated frequently by the coach based on improvements and
changes on a regular basis.
To get to a national or international competitive level, and be able to stay there, an athlete needs an intense training
program with coaching at levels much higher than for most people, and often with multiple coaches who have different
specializations. Ironically, the coaching intensity for such individuals far exceeds the levels needed by people who are
really sick (see first row in this table)!

fitness level and other underlying conditions. Their coach
needs to also take into account the type of injuries or issues
they have right now, and constantly adapt the program to
their needs as the individual improves and loses weight.

note that such outbreaks seem to be occurring at a higher frequency
over the past decade than the previous century, probably due to
increasing urbanization and mobility of world populations. Though
the experts had been warning us about this increasing risk, the
problem has been brought into full awareness into the psyche of
the whole world only now due to the truly global scale of the current
pandemic. This heightened awareness will (and should) drive us to a
great degree into changing the process of how we protect ourselves
at our workplace, where the risk of infection is usually the highest.
This same awareness can also now provide more urgency towards
maintaining our long-term physical and mental tenacity; preventing
lifestyle issues that make us more prone to the lifestyle diseases
will also make us less likely to die, or suffer long-lasting damages
from the COVID-19 virus, and other infectious diseases in general.
Regardless of how effective the vaccines are initially, it is clear
that we will need to be more prepared for the future. It will be good
to have an insurance policy against a future pandemic; a policy
that serves not just as a life-insurance payout after death, but as a
shield that protects our individuals. An insurance that reduces the
intensity and spread of infections and provides a first line of defense
before a vaccine is widely available and proven to be effective. An
insurance that also acts as a second line of defense beyond the
vaccine; both in case of the failure of a COVID-19 vaccine on a
future variant of the virus, or when a new unrelated pandemic
arises.
To address this need, we were fortunate enough to be able to
extend OmMeGo, our highly sophisticated AI-human hybrid longterm wellness coaching and fitness programs system. In fact, our
company was already building an extension of OmMeGo for surgeons as a post-operative monitoring, infection detection, and follow up system 4 when the COVID-19 pandemic hit the world. We
have now extended this system to not only support several key

Such long-term coaching requirements can help not only people
who are suffering serious illness and issues, but also those who are
fit, and want to reach the next level of fitness as their personal goal.
It can also be a priority for relatively healthy people, who want
to stay fit and feel young longer, and do not want to prematurely
degrade and get sick with aging and lifestyle related diseases as
they get older. Table 1 shows some more scenarios where people
benefit significantly from long-term coaching in achieving their
substantive goals, regardless of their fitness level.

3

COVID-19 EPIDEMIC & SENTINEL MODE

Even though vaccines for COVID-19 are in the works, the need for
mitigating infections at workplace, and keeping one’s family safe
is right now. At this point, it is also becoming more evident that
any effective vaccine is only going to be widely distributed across
the world by early summer of 2021. Furthermore, it is suspected
that any such vaccine may only protect an individual for a limited
period of time and require booster shots. There is also some fear
that there will be a resurgence of the virus in fall of 2021, especially
if the vaccines are not very effective, or if the virus mutates in
response to the vaccines. This could result in a cat-and-mouse war
between the virus and the vaccines, reminiscent of what we deal
with the flu, but with a more unpredictable and deadly disease with
lingering side-effects and perhaps permanent damage to health in
many people.
Thus, it is fair to say that we now live in a world where the
pandemic would continue to be a factor in how we will live and work
for some time to come, and also reinforces our desire to be ready
for future outbreaks caused by other pathogens. It is interesting to

4 which
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short-term capabilities urgently needed over the next few months
for COVID-19 for business, but also provide broader health and
wellness monitoring for our loved ones; for immediate and extended
families, and for friends.
For families and employers, OmMeGo now comes with a new
Sentinel Mode that can be turned on or off by the employer, or by
the head of the household in a family unit. When turned on, it
provides a near-real-time monitoring, detection, and prevention
of infection spread. For families and individuals it can continue to
provide near-real-time monitoring of the loved ones even when
Sentinel Mode is off, and as long as the privacy mode is not turned
on by the monitored individual. When Sentinel Mode is turned on
for employers, we also provide a real-time, highly private, fully
automated, active contact-tracing system that goes way beyond
the current passive low accuracy tracing systems. Such existing
systems use unreliable passive data from GPS on devices, and unlike
OmMeGo, do not come with the rich historical contextual data from
users that OmMeGo already collects. This causes current contacttracing-only systems to require extensive manual interviews of
infected individual’s contacts recommended by the low-accuracy
system, and intrude a lot more on the privacy and freedom of the
individuals being interviewed. Such manual tracing can also take
days per incident, causing the infection to spread wildly at the
workplace during this time, before all the associated people can
be isolated. In contrast, since our users submit daily observations
(both automatically and manually through our client apps), our
system can go way beyond just the location tracking used by other
systems. We are able to perform such process in a fully automated
and highly private manner, and provide context and monitoring
way beyond just the contacts. This patent pending technology is
described in some detail in Section 5.9.
When the Sentinel Mode is turned off, the system reverts back
to a highly advanced monitoring, coaching, training and self improvement system for individuals, families and friends. This
dual mode provides a great tool for any individual, family or business alike. The employers can use this dual system to keep the
employees at their workplace happy and healthy, and ready for the
next onslaught of the pandemic if and when it comes back. In such
an eventuality they can quickly turn on the Sentinel Mode when
that happens. For the wellness aspect of our system, OmMeGo
employs AI and machine-learning components as well as human
coach-and-trainer input, along with accurate physiological vitals
monitoring calibrated to individual patients, to provide reasonably
priced and effective guidance to patients and users. Some of these
vitals are also used as part of a patent pending sickness and fever
detection system used in the Sentinel Mode. Interestingly, some of
the same vitals also help calculate metrics in our wellness coaching
programs for identifying optimal workout days, and help a user
in identifying and developing lifestyle habits that improve these
fitness measures over time.

4

in many countries. Leading causes of this symptom (unhealthy
weight) include stress, insufficient physical activity, and poor diet.
What is even worse is that this unhealthy weight eventually correlates strongly with many types of other lifestyle related diseases
later in life.
Thus, the best way to prevent these bad things from happening
later in life is to reinforce positive changes to lifestyle early on. That
would allow us to maintain good weight, strong muscles, bones and
joints early on in life, thus preventing the low fitness related weight
gain and other issues happening later in life. This can be achieved
by maintaining a healthy lifestyle of good nutrition, sleep, relaxation and exercise. For people who have already started to develop
some lifestyle related diseases such as obesity, diabetes, arthritis
or hypertension, it is still possible for them to cure themselves by
changing their lifestyle, but it just takes more stringent diet and
exercise changes to their life, and for a longer period to get back to
good health.
Bad lifestyles may not show up as issues when one is 18 or 24
years old, but they can cause weight and damage accumulation in
our body way before we start noticing them, and cause a lot of
health issues later in life. Prevention is not just easier than fixing
these issues later, it also has an added side benefit of allowing us (on
an average) to be in our prime for more years, and to live longer.
What are the different ways available in order to produce lasting
lifestyle changes? All existing methods could be broadly assigned
to one of the following three categories:

4.1

Long-term Human Coaching

Figure 1: Long-term Human Coaching: A coach works with a
customer directly on a long-term basis to create custom programs. The coach also coordinates with other care providers
to adapt programs over time based on customer’s needs.
In Section 2.5, we discussed various examples of people wanting
to improve their lifestyle and fitness level substantially. We talked
about people who either suffer from many types of complex lifestyle
issues, or are prone to them. We also discussed scenarios where
people without any serious issues want to substantially improve
their fitness levels.
For people who are having health issues or are prone to them
(which in most countries accounts for the vast majority of the
adult population), a good nutritionist, a physical therapist, a sports
medicine specialist, a fitness coach, a psychologist, or even the family doctor can all be very useful for providing advice. But usually,

EXISTING METHODS FOR LIFESTYLE
IMPROVEMENT

Unhealthy weight (being overweight or obese) is one of the leading
indicators of the lifestyle diseases that follow later in an individual’s
life. It is also something that affects a vast majority of adult citizens
6
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The coach often works with the individual’s doctor, nutritionist, and other experts to continuously adapt the program as the
customer’s health and conditions improve (Figure 1).
Without such a coach, most customers are desperately aimless,
with the likelihood of worsening chronic conditions, and new ones
appearing over time. There is increased probability of immobility,
depression, and in the worst case scenario, premature death. For
such individuals, their last few years is emotionally and psychologically traumatic for themselves and their loved ones. Their condition
also adds a huge medical and financial burden; on society, families,
and for the individual. These years are not spent as healthy, happy,
productive individuals of our society. They struggle to maintain
even the most basic level of health; such as mobility, sleep, and maintaining mental health. Normal activities that healthy individuals of
our society take for granted become a challenge.
In contrast, a long-term professional coaching program can help
such individuals learn about and change their lifestyle completely;
the way they eat, sleep, exercise, and deal with work/home stress.
When lifestyle changes become self-motivated, the individual gets
real pleasure out of their new state of being. When the changes
provide first-hand experience about the pitfalls and virtues of their
choices (i.e. the positive and negative feedback effects that they actually experience), such changes become self-motivated, permanent
and sustainable beyond the coaching period.

4.1.1 Need for gradual changes. Any one treatment could relieve symptoms, or even improve some of the problems temporarily,
but would not provide a cure. What is more crucial is to break
the vicious cycle of subtle bad habits that reinforce even more bad
habits. Any permanent solution has to involve helping people finding and adapting small, gradual changes to their lifestyle that are
sustainable over a long period of time. For fitter people trying to
get to the next level, the subtle nature of what they need to do are
often equally complex, and the programs they are on, need to be
adjusted as they progress through their fitness levels.
These gradual changes, over time, can indeed improve their
health enough to allow sicker people to get rid of their large set of
“maintenance medications” caused by their lifestyle diseases. Such
changes can also substantially reduce the frequency of visits to
medical caregivers caused by other related chronic health issues
such as depression, joint problems, high blood pressure and diabetes.
For normal people who choose to get fitter proactively, the reward
is a long and healthy life without any major lifestyle related health
issues for decades to come.
4.1.2 Motivation & Education are the key. Two practical issues most people face when starting a lifestyle changing program
are:

4.1.4 Long-term professional coaching inaccessible to most
people. Despite all of the virtues of a long-term professional human coach in mentoring, motivating and guiding an individual
through lasting change, such a program can cost a lot of money
and such quality coaches may not be available easily. This is due to
a combination of the high skill-level, high demand, and the long
duration required for the coaching process to work effectively.
With 4 out of 5 Americans being overweight or obese, there are
just not enough trained coaches to go around. The situation in most
other countries in the world is not much better, where the lifestyle
issues are unfortunately trending slowly closer to the (very bad)
American numbers.
The long-term nature of the coaching required to make significant and sustainable improvement on lifestyle related health issues
further contributes to this shortage.

(1) A lack of knowledge about what exactly they need to do.
(2) Enough motivation to stick with the changes they need to
make for a long enough time, to where the benefits they see
make the changes self-motivating and sustainable.
When someone with underlying chronic conditions first decides
to make these changes, often the degree and types of improvements
required appear overwhelmingly large. For example, a morbidly
obese person having sleep apnea, heartburn, joint pains, Type 2
diabetes, and some auto-immune disorders needs to lose a significant fraction of their body weight to get rid of these obesity related
issues. In such situations, most people don’t know where to start.
If they do try to improve by changing their diet or exercise, they
often make some progress at first, but gradually slide back to the
old habits. Then, as their gains dissipate, they give up.
Even worse, for many individuals, conditions worsen as they get
older, mainly due to accumulated weight gain and other physical
complications. Any such attempt at change then looks even more
insurmountable, and especially so, if they failed in their previous
attempt. Motivation and knowledge are thus the two key factors for
fighting this “mental” problem.

4.2

4.1.3 Coaches make a big difference. For such people, one
proven way to get out of such a vicious cycle is to work with
a full-time professional coach multiple times a week over a period
of several months to years. The coach is needed for both (1) educating for what needs to be done safely; there is so much to learn
about one’s body, and (2) for motivating the individual towards
change with a highly regimented (yet gradual) program customized
to work safely with their underlying health conditions.

A Wearable Device

Figure 2: A typical Wearable Vitals Tracking device.
One of the areas in health and wellness that has seen a rapid
increase in diversity and choices for users is the area of fitness and
vitals trackers (Figure 2) of various types; with the most common
type of trackers being wrist based trackers. There are two major
types of issues with trackers that are designed to just measure
7
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individuals’ vital statistics and related data which we describe in
the next two sub-sections.

person being coached (see Section 2.5) can be too complex to be
done safely or effectively by most individuals over an extended
period. What ends up happening quite often is that, after a few
days or weeks of using such wearable devices, when the novelty
wears off, the watches and the trackers go into a closet or a drawer,
never to be seen again!
This problem is also very similar to what happens when people
sign up for a gym membership. Almost two-thirds of such memberships never get used, while over 80% of them are used less than
once a week.
In contrast, what actually does work, is a comprehensive coaching
program that provides lasting changes and gains for an individual,
and the only method known so far involves using an expensive
coach or a trainer for an extended period of time, as discussed in
Section 4.1.

4.2.1 Inaccurate readings due to lack of calibration. These
trackers often come with various human vitals that they claim to
be able to measure such as heart rate, steps (pedometer), blood
pressure, calories burnt, and recently, even food intake and body
temperature.
However, many of these trackers are unable to measure these
metrics accurately for every customer. The main reason is that the
logic used to convert electrical and optical readings from sensors
into bio-metrics such as heart rate, blood pressure, temperature,
etc., are designed using a model of an “average" human being, since
the device by itself has no context of who is wearing it.
But in reality, there are no average human-beings. The device
thus ends up reporting either too high or too low a value for a given
individual, depending upon how much that individual varies from
the modeled “average" human-being. For example, people’s skin
varies by outer skin color, thickness, dryness, fat layer thickness,
vascularization, and amount of hair follicles among other things.
Even one parameter being off compared to the assumed average,
such as dryness of the skin, can throw off a skin resistance based
sensor to read a metric, e.g. hydration level of the individual, as
being too low, when in fact, the individual just has a drier skin than
average and is not actually dehydrated.
Our bodies also react differently to food consumption and the
way we move and react to the external environment (e.g. weather,
exercise, stress, dehydration). Thus, there can be no universal model
of a human body. In fact, there are too many of these “body type”
variations to list here, but it suffices to say that these differences
can add up to severe errors in the readings for many individuals
using these trackers. These differences can throw off some or many
of the sensors to produce biased readings.
These errors get even worse when we take into account manufacturing variations between supposedly identical different units
from a manufacturer. In our tests across many popular brands, we
found two different units with the same make and model, giving
significantly different readings for the same human being at the
same time; e.g. when measuring heart rate, steps, body temperature,
etc., on two different hands of the same user, or even on the same
hand!
It is important for these readings to be accurate for these trackers
to be useful for the person using them. Otherwise, they can be
misleading at best, and dangerous in the worst case.

4.3

AI without a Human Coach

Figure 3: A wearable tracker connected to an AI and to a customer, without any human coach being involved in the interactions between the tracker and the customer.
Figure 3 shows raw vitals readings from a device, being compiled
and improved by a pure AI (Artificial Intelligence), without any
human coach in the loop. Though this sounds great in theory, it can
end up giving even more unpredictable and inaccurate readings
than the basic wearable tracking devices shown in Figure 2. This
happens due to increased complexity of predictions beyond the
basic vitals tracking. Without a human being in the loop to correct,
interpret or prune such AI suggestions, the errors can actually get
magnified. To summarize the issues with such a system further:
(1) The AI still has the same issues in calibration that we described in Section 4.2 for wearable devices due to the inherent
variability between customers and their devices. It is difficult
to fix these issues since there is no feedback for the AI to
learn what is the right calibration for this customer.
(2) The AI is looking at bad and often incomplete data from
the devices to make new predictions, but this makes such
predictions unreliable. For example, an AI recommending
the customer to walk more, when it detects less number of
steps. However, the AI is unable to distinguish between the
less number of steps caused by the device sitting on a couch,
vs the user actually not moving around.
(3) The errors compound when inaccurate and incomplete statistics are combined together.
(4) The lack of a coach to provide knowledge, context, safety
and long-term motivation to the customer. The AI tries to
guess the situation and provide shallow recommendations.
However in the absence of context from the customer or the
coach, or even accurate vitals data, it cannot make complex
recommendations. If the AI tries to make the programs too

4.2.2 Lack of feedback for the customer. Let’s just for the sake
of an argument, ignore the fact that these devices have poorly
calibrated and inaccurate readings, and pretend that the readings
are all accurate.
Even then, a tracking device showing a bunch of vital stats still
does not address the key issues we discussed in Section 4.1; the
issues of education and motivation of the customer. Just knowing
your heart rate, blood pressure, calorie intake, or calories burnt,
does not really help you to come up with a comprehensive and safe
program, or an action plan to fix yourself.
And even if someone does come up with a plan, the issue of
motivation, constant feedback, and continuous adaptation of the
program to the ever changing daily or weekly conditions of the
8
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Table 2: OmMeGo as compared to current methods in terms
of value to the Customer. OmMeGo achieves the sweet-spot
of being highly effective, yet be readily available and at a low
cost.

complex without all the context and long-term knowledge
about the end customer, the messaging becomes gibberish
or even dangerous for the customer.
Fortunately, before these AI recommendations become dangerous, most human customers start recognizing the inaccurate AI
messages as “spam”, and the customer quickly learns to ignore such
shallow feedback messages.

Method
Long-term Human Coach
Wearable
Wearable+AI
OmMeGo

5 INTRODUCING OMMEGO
5.1 A Hybrid Human-AI Coaching System
In previous sections we showed why long-term coaching by an
expert human coach is very beneficial for people at all fitness levels
(see Table 1). The demand for such coaches is very high these days,
but at the same time, it is economically and logistically impossible
to provide such coaching services, at the required intensity and
duration to enable sustainable lifestyle fixes, to all the people who
need it.
An expert coach involved in such depth with a customer over
a prolonged period would cost several thousands of dollars; an
amount beyond the reach of most people in our society. To summarize, we are faced with two issues when working with coaches:

Cost
High
Low
Low
Low

Availability
Low
High
High
High

Effectiveness
High
Low
Low
High

(2) Coach AI that is used to automate several tedious functions
that a human coach performs, and also emulate some of the
more complex coaching behaviors of the human Coach, such
as recommending the Customer what to do next. Coach AI
learns by watching the interactions between the customer
and the expert coach, and tries to emulate the human coach.
Separately, the Coach AI also provides several new capabilities to the human coach for analyzing results from customer
data at a super-human speed, accuracy and detail. Furthermore, the Coach AI provides these capabilities to the human
Coach remotely, without the human Coach needing to be
physically close to the Customer. This is illustrated in Figure
4 (right).

(1) The demand and cost of a coach is high because of the sheer
number of hours (s)he spends with one individual, and because a large fraction of our society needs it, while there can
only be so many trained individuals available.
(2) On the other hand, personal vitals-tracking devices, even
when augmented with some AI, are neither accurate, nor
provide the depth, breadth and quality of education that only
a human coach can provide.

One of the main features in our system that allows us to collect
correcting inputs from users is the UI & the Human Feedback
System (patent pending) shown in Figure 4, which forms an integral part of both the Vitals AI and the Coach AI. This part of the
system consists of a collection of User Interfaces that allow our
AI and the human coach to ask the Customer questions, and to
sometimes directly communicate with the customer via notifications. To summarize, these communications serve two purposes:
(a) ask selective questions that improve the performance of both
the Coach and Vitals AI over time, while minimizing friction to the
Customer, and (b) help provide efficient messaging and communication between the Human-AI hybrid coach and the Customer
to provide fast actionable feedback to the Customer. We present
some illustrative examples of Vitals AI and Coach AI in action in
Sections 5.7 and 5.8 respectively.

The question that naturally arises then is: can we provide a system that is a lot more effective than the individual fitness/wellness
trackers, cost much less than the expert coaches, and is available to
everyone everywhere?
The answer is yes, and the key behind such a solution is combining not just a data tracker with an AI, but actually marrying it
with a human coach as shown in Figure 4. Such a system, when
built correctly, can provide all of the benefits of an expert human
coaching system (high value and effectiveness), while at the same
time lowering the cost substantially (low cost) and increasing availability. Table 2 compares the value of this approach compared to
the other existing methods.
This marriage is achieved by two new types of AI invented by
Lightsphere AI (patent pending), where each of the two AI act as
enhancers for the two main components of the system (besides the
customer); an AI that augments the human coach, and an AI that
improves the data coming from the device tracker. More specifically,
here is how these two AIs achieve these augmentations:

5.2

Coach Empowerment enhances results,
saves money and time

Our system thus allows the human coach, the AI coach, and the
vitals AIs to merge and act like one voice for the Customer. This
ensures that any critical decisions/discoveries made by the combination about what is happening to the Customer and what they
should do next, are verifiable and correctable by the human Coach
with the least amount of input from the human Coach; most of the
heavy lifting is done by the AIs.
A key part of our Coach AI is a new patent-pending technology
that allows the human Coach to design and build new OmMeGo
Programs 5 for individual customers that are customized to each
individual’s needs. These Programs are similar in many ways to

(1) Vitals AI that automatically calibrates sensors to individual’s body and device. It works by using a unique patentpending way of collecting corrected true sensor readings
from a Customer, some times actively, and some times passively. Some of the details of this work is proprietary and
beyond the scope of this paper. This is approach is illustrated
in Figure 4 (left).

5 OmMeGo

brevity.
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Figure 4: A high-level illustration of our OmMeGo system showing how the Vitals AI (left) and the Coach AI (right) augment the
Human Coach and the device to deliver a high value, low cost and highly effective system.
programs that human coaches traditionally work on with their
customers without using any software, but the OmMeGo Programs
come with certain new capabilities. The human Coach can create
Programs online on OmMeGo web app, and then follow their customers who are using these Programs to improve their health and
wellness. The coaches can perform arbitrary side-by-side comparisons and simulations between multiple Programs based on historical data from the customer in an instant. They can even predict the
performance of a new Program they just created within minutes,
even before a customer has used it. This highly innovative method
is illustrated further in Section 5.5.5. Note that trained customers
can also created their own Programs without the help of a human
Coach.
Because of such AIs helping and augmenting the human Coach,
the level and duration of intervention required in OmMego by a
human Coach is much less than what is required in traditional
coaching methods. Without OmMego, a human Coach is armed
with a pen and a paper, or at best with a spreadsheet. This limits the
sophistication and speed of their analysis, and in reality forces them
to make decisions using less actionable data. That is the primary
reason for how we bring down our cost and make our programs
affordable yet keep our system highly effective. In fact, if used
appropriately, our system can be more effective and cheaper at the
same time. Both for the human Coach and the Customer.

5.3

due to some of the key capabilities built in our the system to support
that, such as the Command Center and Program Analysis. These
capabilities are discussed in more detail in a later Section in this paper. In fact, we are working on adding several new remote coaching
features to our system specifically designed to enhance communication between our customers and coaches 6 . Announcement about
these new capabilities is coming soon.
Beyond partial-self coaching, it is also possible for some people to
fully self-coach themselves with our system. With some training on
how to use our system (video tutorials), it is possible for our users to
coach themselves using OmMeGo without needing a human coach
at all, and just getting assistance from our Coach AI. Indeed, many
of our users have succeeded in doing so. However, the most effective
way of using our system is still to start with some remote coaching
with a human coach to set goals and create OmMeGo Programs,
and then transition to full self-coaching with only occasional short
conversations with expert coaches on our system.

5.4

Friends & Family Monitoring

An important usecase of our product is that of remote monitoring of family and friends described in Section 3 earlier. However,
OmMeGo Sentinel is designed not just for the pandemic, but goes
way beyond that in connecting us with our loved ones; in ways
that are not possible using traditional social media. It also provides
protection and support to our loved ones beyond what would be
possible without OmMeGo. The Command Center (described in a
later Section) combined with our automated AI that continuously
and automatically reads data from our Senintel T4 and GoBe3 7
devices, allows the Customer to now monitor the health of their
friends and family in almost near-real-time remotely. We are also

Partial Self-Coaching with OmMeGo

It is also interesting to note that the cost reduction with our method
is even larger for people who need less assistance to begin with.
Such customers may just need some initial guidance from a human
Coach for creating appropriate programs within our system, and
then only require infrequent follow-ups, guidance and motivation
from their human Coach.
Note that such human coaching guidance can be very productive
with OmMeGo even when they are performed completely remotely,

6 If

you are a nutritionist, fitness trainer, yoga instructor, or a physical or wellness
therapist, please contact us to get qualified and receive a free invitation into our system
and start training our and your customers remotely!
7 With our partners at http://www.healbe.com
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Table 3: Some key features of the OmMeGo system.
Feature
Vitals AI

Observations
Observation Types
Observation Score

Secondary Metrics
Programs

Program Score
Dynamic Program
Analysis

Command Center

My Status

User Card
Program Cards
Uber Card

What does it do?
Corrects raw metric values read from the smart
band/watch by calibrating it to the Customer’s body.
Also produces new sophisticated metrics not found on
the band/watch.
Daily recordings submitted by the Customer consisting
of a set of metrics and a note.
Observations are submitted against specific Observation
type.
Raw & Normalized scores represent how good/bad
was the Observation for the Customer based on
health/wellness goals.
Metrics calculated for each Observation that are not the
Observation score.
A collection of Observations usually created with specific
health/wellness goals.

A measure of a Program’s performance calculated as an
aggregate score from the individual Observation scores.
Allows a Customer or Coach to dynamically create new
programs, and drag-and-drop historical Observations
into existing Programs based on Notes from the Customer.
A compact visual color-coded dashboard for near-realtime monitoring of Customers assigned to a human coach
(or to an employer manager or a family member). Shows
nearl-real-time summary of Customer status.
A compact visual color-coded dashboard similar to the
Command Center, but shows quick prioritized summary
of all of a Customer’s Programs.
A card with color-coded summary of that Customer’s
status.
A card with color-coded summary of all of the Programs
for a Customer.
A dashboard that provides rapid access to all dimensions
of Customer’s current health and wellness.

working with doctors to release this feature for patients in the near
future, but it is now available for families and individuals to use.
With our latest OmMeGo Sentinel T4 Package, a transition to
coaching mode is easy once a Customer signs up, as self-coaching
is included for free with the package. In addition, asking for help
from our human coaches has never been more cost-effective before
due to the ability to do this remotely.
Please visit us at ommego.com for more information on pricing
and packages for individuals, families and businesses available now
for sale.

5.5

Value for Customer/Coach
More accurate readings. New high-value actionable metrics such as
Sick/Fit.

Ability to track changes related to specific goals.
Each Observation type focuses on specific key indicators, such as
daily calorie deficit, hydration level, sickness risk, or fitness level.
When aggregated within Programs, the Command Center, and Uber
Card, they provide advanced actionable intelligence, monitoring,
notification and coaching capabilities for the Customer and their
human Coach.
Provide additional information about which Observations or Programs are working well.
Customer can work with a coach to create custom Programs, track
daily Observations within a Program, and see how it performs
against other Programs. They can also adapt those that work, and
reject those that do not work. Programs are measured automatically
by the Coach AI. Trained customers can create their own Programs
and self-coach.
Allow Customer or the human Coach to select the right Programs
that worked (had better Program Score).
Rapid real-time data-driven testing and discovery of new wellness or
fitness techniques by the Coach or Customer on previously collected
Customer data. Also massively reduces the time for applying and
testing known methods and verifying which of them work best for
a given Customer. This is one of the most powerful patent-pending
features of OmMeGo.
Coach/Customer/Family member with access can rapidly scan customers’ status, identify high important cases, and then with oneclick access all their details and Programs via Uber Card. Can also
communicate to the Customer with one-click.
Easy quick access to all of the Customer’s Programs and their status
summaries. Easy navigation to individual Programs.
Used inside the Command Center.
Compact quick summary of a User Program. Used inside My Status
dashboard.
Providers rapid access to all Program cards, events, notifications
from Coach AI or human Coach, and current key metrics. All in nearreal-time. This is also one of the most innovative patent-pending
feature of the OmMeGo system. This data is also hooked up with
the Command-Center to provide instant monitoring controls to the
Coach.

Key Features of the OmMeGo System

Figure 4, Section 5.1 describes at high level the two main parts of
the OmMeGo system; the Vitals AI and the Coach AI. These two
sub-systems work together to provide a near-real-time monitoring
and coaching system that can produce deep improvements for the
Customer that can last a lifetime. Additionally, due to the hybrid
human-AI remote on-demand coaching, communication, and realtime analysis capabilities, the system works well for the human
Coach regardless of where their customers are physically located.
11
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Table 4: Current Observation Types in the OmMeGo system.

Table 3 summarizes some of the key features of OmMeGo and
what they accomplish for the Customer and their human Coach.
Let’s review these features in a bit more detail now.

Observation Type
dcd
dhy
dsf
sqi
gyr
health
sentinel

5.5.1 More accurate vitals. Vitals AI can correct the raw metric values from various devices we have integrated with, such as
OmMeGo Sentinel T4 and Healbe GoBe3. Such metrics include
blood-pressure, heart-rate, activity level (steps per minute), Intake
or Burn calories, hydration level, stress level, and sleep quality.
Our patent-pending Vitals AI can not only automatically correct
errors and gaps in these raw readings coming from the device,
but also tune and remove biases in such readings. These reading
biases can happen since a mass-produced device is tuned only for
a generic human being, and is not tuned to the specific body of
the Customer using that device for the first time. Without our
calibration, the device can under or over-predict metric values
under different conditions, and this is a common problem with most
wearable devices and severely limit their value for any downstream
applications. As far as we know, OmMeGo is the only consumerlevel system on the market that can produce such type of selflearning, self-correcting metric readings tuned to each individual’s
body.
Figure 4 (left) illustrates how this calibration is achieved using
feedback data from the Customer with the help of the UI & Human Feedback System. OmMeGo Vitals AI consists of a type of
proprietary patent-pending Active Learning 8 process that only
infrequently requests Customer for input, when it believes it can
improve accuracy with such inputs. This minimizes user friction,
while maximizing the speed and accuracy of the calibration.

using historical submission patterns and current device data), while
some others may be entered by the Customer manually. An Observation can also be auto-submitted by our system without any
user intervention, in which case the device data is automatically
associated with it. With auto-submit, some questions remain empty
when submitted automatically by our mobile app, though they can
be filled-in and updated by the Customer any time by resubmitting
via the OmMeGo mobile or the web app.
Coach Control: An Expert Coach, if one is associated with the
Customer, can also update an Observation submitted by a Customer
if needed. The submit form is driven by the OmMeGo Coach AI,
which back-fills the form with previously entered data during resubmit, and can even infer unfilled values from previous submissions.
This AI auto-filling and back-filling reduces friction for the Customer and the Expert Coach. The Customer and Coach can always
correct inferred or previously submitted values during resubmit,
especially those that are normally entered by the Customer.
Observation Type: Each submitted Observation also has a wellknown Observation Type associated with it. The questions and
device data attached to the observation depends on the Observation
Type selected. Currently OmMeGo supports the Observation Types
shown in Table 4. Each Observation Type measures one aspect of the
human health that we would like to improve upon or optimize with
the OmMeGo system. We will continue to add new Observation
Types as our system evolves further. Figure 17(c) shows an example
of the Submit form in action for the Observation Type Sentinel Base.
Observation Metrics: Each Observation Type has some specific
device data associated with it from the day of the Observation for
the Customer. For example, dcd consists of the Intake and Burn calorie measurements, while dhy consists of hydration levels through
the day. These measurements are first normalized by Vitals AI, and
then some key metrics are calculated from this data by the OmMeGo Coach AI. For example, for dcd, the calibrated Intake, Burn
and dcd values are first calculated, and these calibrated metrics are
then associated with the submitted Observation.
Observation Note, Date and other info: Each submitted Observation form also consists of an optional note (text) from the
user that captures any key context of important things in their life
for that day, such as how good or bad their sleep or stress was,
what workouts or physical activity they did, and what they ate. The
type of context entered is determined by the type of Programs the
customer is working on, a feature described in Section 5.5.5.
Each daily Observation submission has a date associated with it,
though some such as gyr also have a start and end time associated
with them. There are also additional questions that can be entered

5.5.2 New sophisticated AI metrics. Besides calibration of metrics on the wearable device, Vitals AI can also produce additional
powerful metrics that are not present on the wearable device. These
additional metrics are based on custom patent-pending Machine
Learning and AI technology that combines multiple sensor readings with historical user data and feedback to extract powerful and
consequential new signals that would otherwise not be possible.
One such signal currently implemented with OmMeGo is the
daily Sick/Fit Health indicator (which measures the daily health of
a Customer that can vary from being sick to being super-fit). Such
sophisticated metrics derived from the raw data greatly increase the
value of OmMeGo for the Customer by providing more actionable
measurements of human health, than what the simple calibrated
metrics from the device would offer.
5.5.3 Observations & Observation Types. A Customer can submit an Observation, which consists of a set of questions, and also
comes with some device data associated with it, using either a submission form that comes with the OmMeGo mobile or web app, or it
gets automatically submitted using a background process. We now
describe various aspects of Observations and Observation Types in
some more detail:
Submission Process: An Observation is primarily submitted
via our mobile app submit form, though there is a web app form
too that is useful for minor corrections after submission, especially
from a desktop computer while reviewing data. Some questions
may be automatically filled out by our Vitals and Coach AI (inferred
8 Active

Description
daily calorie deficit
daily hydration levels
daily stress free
sleep quality index
glycemic rate
sickness/fitness level
office infection tracking, family monitoring

Learning is a well known class of Machine Learning algorithms.
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Figure 5: Normalized dhy scores for a Customer can be seen under the Verified items list in parenthesis "()", next to the submission
dates.
manually for some observation types. For example, for sentinel if
OmMeGo Vitals AI thinks that the Customer has a fever, or it cannot
extrapolate the core temperature, it asks the user to enter core
temperature by measuring with an oral or a forehead thermometer.
Similarly for dcd, we ask the user to enter the weight from the
morning, though this will eventually be automated too. The weight
data is used to calibrate the Intake and Burn to the Customer’s
body thus making it more accurate than the raw readings from the
Healbe GoBe3 watch.
Some observations can also have an attached image associated
with them, which OmMeGo Vitals AI can read from automatically.
Healbe GoBe3 used to have these screens, but no longer requires
them as the data is read automatically.
Auto-Submit: Many types of observations are now also autosubmitted by our app on behalf of the user, but questions (such as
weight for dcd, or questions for sentinel related to COVID-19, or
notes) are left empty.
As discussed earlier, the Customer can always update the submission by submitting later in the day and adding these missing
contexts. Adding such information helps with the vitals AI calibration, e.g. for dcd. For some other Observation Types, such as
sentinel, it helps in calculating more accurate Observation scores.
However, even just with automatic submissions, our Coach AI
can automatically compute Observation scores for all Observation

Types. This enables it to provide automated notifications and monitoring services to the Customers, their coach, or to a family member,
without any manual data entry. Very soon, these features will be
available to doctors!
Observation Raw Score: Each Observation submitted by the
Customer is also associated with a raw score 9 , which is a measure
of how good or bad the results of the Observation were, from a
Customer’s wellness or health point of view. OmMeGo coach AI
calculates this score automatically from the Observations data. The
formula for computing the score is well-defined and shared with
Customers and Coaches, and depends upon the type of observation
it was. The raw score is often one of the metrics already calculated.
For example, for dcd, the raw score is the dcd (daily calorie deficit)
value.
A Cornerstone: These daily Observations coming from the Customers form a cornerstone for the Programs, Command Center
and Uber Card features discussed in the subsequent sections of this
paper, and provide several valuable monitoring, notification and
wellness management services to not just the Customer, but also
to the family member, an expert human Coach or an employer 10 .
These features work on top of intelligent aggregations of multiple
Observations from a Customer.
9 These

raw scores are converted into normalized scores by OmMeGo Coach AI as
described in the next sub-section.
10 During Sentinel Mode only.
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Figure 6: Normalized dcd Intake, Burn and Score for a Customer for a dcd Observation. They are computed by dividing the raw
Intake, Burn and calorie deficit of the Observation by the baseline calorie over all Observations, and then multiplying each of the
three values by 100. With this normalization, the dcd score represents percent calorie deficit compared to the baseline calorie, while
the normalized Intake and Burn above or below 100 represent how much more or less than the baseline Intake or Burn occurred
for the Customer on a particular Observation day. This allows the Customer and their Coach to easily monitor, calibrate, and
quantify their calorie consumption for a given Program or for a given day, which would otherwise be very difficult to quantify
without these normalizations.
5.5.4 Normalized Observation Scores. Each Observation Type
is associated with a set of metrics. For example, the simplest Observation type dhy, is associated with two metrics; the percentage
of the day that the Customer’s hydration level was “low”, and the
percentage of the day that the Customer’s hydration level was
“normal”.
Each Observation Type is also associated with a single raw score
that can be calculated from the metric values. In case of dhy, they are
calculated as the percentage of time in the day that the hydration
level was normal. Other Observation Type similarly have their own
raw score calculations.
Each Observation Type also has a normalized score that is computed over all Observations found for the user for a given observation type. For example, the normalized score for a dhy Observation
is computed by dividing the raw score for a given dhy Observation
by the average raw score for the Customer over all dhy submissions, and then multiplying the resulting ratio by 100. This results
in Observations with normalized hydration scores above 100 representing better than average hydration days for that user, while
those below 100 representing days where the hydration level for the

Customer were below (their own) average. This patent-pending selfnormalization technique in OmMeGo coach AI makes all OmMeGo
Programs and Observations a lot more actionable and meaningful for individual Customers and their coaches, as opposed to the
arbitrary scaling found in most vitals tracker devices. OmMeGo
Programs are discussed in detail in the next sub-section.
Examples of normalized dhy Observation can be seen in Figure
5 in “( )” towards the right side of the Observation dates under
“Verified". The same normalization, when applied to a dhy Program,
instead of the individual observations (not shown, but described
in more detail for dcd in the next subsection), allows a Customer
and their human coach to automatically reveal how much better
hydration does the Customer have within a specific dhy Program,
as compared to other dhy Programs.
There are other types of normalization besides averages that can
be implemented for computing normalized scores that can depend
upon more than one metric. The normalization can also be used to
normalize other metrics of an observation besides the raw score.
For example, for dcd, the baseline calorie are calculated using the
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averages of both the Intake and Burn calories over all dcd observations. This average represents the reasonable calorie for Intake
and Burn that could help the Customer maintain their current body
weight, with minimum deviation from their current eating and
exercise habits. Then, the normalized dcd score, which measures
percent calorie deficit compared to the baseline calorie, is computed
by simply dividing the raw deficit calories by the baseline. The normalized Intake and Burn are similarly also calculated by dividing by
the same baseline calorie. Thus for Intake and Burn, a value below
100, for either of them, represents less than baseline Intake or Burn
respectively, while values above 100 represent higher than average
baseline Intake and Burns. An example of these normalizations can
be seen for the dcd observations in Figure 6.
The same normalization applied to the average calorie deficit
(dcd), Intake or Burn for all Observations belonging to a Program
then allows the system to compute normalized dcd, Intake and
Burn metrics for Programs. These normalized values provide a
powerful view of the Programs to the Customer and their human
Coach, where they can separate good days from bad days, and good
dcd programs from bad dcd programs simply by looking at these
normalized numbers at the Program level. It allows the Coach AI to
automatically identify (and notify Customer/human Coach about)
successful Programs.
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Our system is able to compute actionable normalized scores and
metrics across all Programs in an instant, and because of the selfnormalizing features of these metrics, they are meaningful across
all the Customers for a human Coach. It’s a powerful capability for
the coach, to be able to understand how each of their Customers are
doing across each of their Programs, without having to manually
re-calibrate the meaning of the metrics and scores in their head
for each Customer’s fitness levels. This allows for rapid, automatic,
data-driven decision-making about what works and what does not,
customized to each Customer’s individual needs and body type.
This type of slicing-and-dicing analysis, even if such data was
available from personal notes taken by a Customer/Coach, could
easily take hours, if not days for a human coach to do by hand. It is
important to note that such note-taking by hand, and then analysis
by a human Coach is normally impractical for most people 11 ,
simply because of the sheer amount of motivation, discipline and
planning that would be required to keep manual records, and then
to share on a regular basis with their coach.
In contrast, OmMeMo Coach AI calculates all metrics and normalized scores instantaneously (dynamically) when the Coach or
the Customer drag-and-drop Observations into newly created Programs, or when the Customer submits the Observations (see Figure
17). When the Coach creates a new Program and moves some of
the existing observations into a Program, the Customer can actually watch this dynamic analysis with the coach as it happens in
real-time. The Customer and Coach can thus focus on the analysis and adapt their strategy within minutes, as opposed to the
tedious data-less discussions in a gym face-to-face, or impractical
and error-prone guesses. The Customer can then submit new Observations against promising new Programs (e.g Skating+ in Figure
15) to confirm such predicted gains, and then within a few days of
confirmation from new Observations, adapt their routine to adopt
this more successful Program.
This type of analysis, that we call Dynamic Program Analysis, is
a unique patent-pending capability of OmMeGo, that enables the
Coach to perform rapid analysis on historical data, and then using
it to select the most promising future lifestyle changing suggestions
for the Customer. Using such a forward looking program analysis,
the coach can have a fair idea in many cases if a new Program technique is going to work better or not, and then focus on verifying the
idea with the Customer using additional Observations. Savvy customers can even learn on how to test such strategies over time using
OmMeGo Coach AI from their human Coach, and then largely work
autonomously with limited or remote-only Coach engagements.
This allows human coaches to be more productive and serve a lot
more Customers, and provide them value in shorter more focused
sessions. It also allows a Customer to work with multiple Coaches
in parallel (e.g. a nutritionist and a running specialist) on a modest
budget and time commitment. These advanced remote coaching
capabilities in OmMeGo also allows the Customer to access highly
skilled Coaches who specialize in certain areas, that they normally
would not have access to.
To summarize, the self-normalizing and auto-aggregating nature of the Program and Observation metrics and scores enables

5.5.5 Programs & Dynamic Program Analysis. OmMeGo also
comes with a powerful feature called OmMeGo Programs. A Program is a collection of Observations belonging to one Observation
Type, and is created by the Customer or the human Coach to group
Observations of one Observation Type together for further analysis.
The human Coach or the Customer can simply drag-and-drop the
Observations into a newly created Program, or submit a new Observation into an existing Program from their mobile app. Figure 13
shows an example of a Program called Skating+ getting created by a
Coach. Then, Figure 14 shows the Observations being moved from
the Skate Boarding Program to Skating+ Program. In this example,
the coach is testing a hypothesis to see if the combination of Skating
and another activity is more effective than just skating for losing
weight (calorie deficit) for the Customer. The Coach is able to do
that because of the Notes associated with each Observation; they
provide the additional context, such as the fact that the Customer
performed skating with another exercise such as yoga, as seen in
Figure 14.
The Coach can also delete a Program that did not produce significant results (positive or negative) by simply pressing the x button
next to Program, as shown in Figure 16. If deleted, the Observations
move back to the "Base DCD", which is the default program for all
dcd observation types.
Note that the normalized scores and other metrics are defined
for both the individual Observations within a Program, and for
the individual Programs themselves. The Program level scores and
metrics are automatically computed by aggregating Observation
level metrics. For all the Observation Types presented, except for the
sentinel Observation/Program Type, the Program level scores and
metrics are averages of the individual observation scores over all
the observations within that Program. For the sentinel Observation
Type, more complex aggregates are computed that are described in
more detail in the next Section 5.9.

11 Except

for professional athletes who can sometimes afford the time and money to
do this manually.
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rapid analysis and adaptations tailored to the needs of individual
customers, and do that remotely. This greatly enhances the power
and speed of what, from where, and to which type of Customers
the human Coach can deliver value to.
5.5.6 Observation & Program Colors. Each Observation Type
is also associated with a formula for computing a color of the
Observation, which can be Red, Yellow or Green. Red represents
a bad result, Green a good result, while Yellow represents an inbetween result. The formula consists of a set of two thresholds that
are applied to the normalized score, and is uniquely defined for
each Observation Type; the two thresholds separate the Red and
Green regions from Yellow. The same formula and thresholds are
used to compute the colors for both the Program and individual
Observations’ normalized scores.
Each Observation Type has its own formula for these thresholds,
and they can be different for each Observation Type. The directions
can also be reversed for threshold, such as for dcd where a higher
negative score (calorie deficit) is actually more desirable usually
than a positive score. In the future, it will be possible for a human
Coach to define custom thresholds for custom Programs created
for each Customer.
5.5.7 My Status Menu & Program Cards. The My Status menu
on the mobile app and the web app provides the user with easy
access to all of their Programs. The My Status page consists of a
collection of Program Cards, which are small rectangular colored
cards. Each Program Card contains a summary of all important
aspects of that Program, such as number of previous submissions,
last submission date, and Program performance (normalized score).
It also shows any message from the Coach AI or the human Coach,
and a phone icon that can be pressed to trigger a phone call. This
feature is useful for the Customer for Programs when they are
connected to a human Coach. The phone icon is also useful for
a Coach when they are viewing these programs cards from the
Command Center (discussed in the next sub-section), as for them,
clicking on the phone icon, calls the Customer from their phone.
Each Program card is colored with a color calculated using the
logic discussed in previous sub-section. This provides fast visual
intuition to both the Customer and Coach about which Programs
are giving positive or negative results right now. In the My Status
screen, the individual Program cards are also sorted by relevance,
with the more relevant programs appearing earlier.

Figure 7: An example of the innovative patent-pending Uber
Card that provides one-stop fast access to all aspects of OmMeGo.

5.5.8 Uber Card. An example of our innovative patent-pending
Uber Card that provides one-stop fast access to all aspects of OmMeGo, is shown in Figure 7. Uber Card contains detailed overall
information about a Customer, including their current status.
The Uber card display is divided into three panels or sections.
The middle panel of Uber Card can contain some raw vitals from
the wearable device, such as wrist temperature, but mostly includes
readings that are already calibrated or computed by our Vitals AI.
For example, the core temperature is a calibrated reading derived
from the wrist temperature, and the Health (Sick/Fit) is a unique
metric derived from the Sentinel T4 fitness band (Figure 8(b)) that
is only available with the OmMeGo Coach AI. We describe these
two metrics in more detail in Section 5.7.

Touching any of the vitals metric opens up more detailed information about that metric in the top panel of the Uber Card. The
top panel shows either a scale plot for a metric with a single value
such as Health (Sick/Fit), or can be a time-series plot of the value
throughout the day (not shown) for other metrics such as heartrate or activity level. The lower panel of the Uber Card contains
summary of one of the Customer’s current coaching Programs. The
Program shown can be either the most relevant Program as judged
by our human-AI hybrid Coach, or the one most recently selected
or updated by the Customer.
What is unique about the Uber Card is that it opens up automatically when the Customer opens the OmMeGo mobile App,
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but when they press the back button on the top, the app takes the
user to the My Status prioritized Programs list screen discussed
in the last sub-section. If the user then selects one of the Program
manually from the My Status screen, then the Uber Card opens up
again, and the Program shown in the Uber card now changes to
that selected Program.
The Uber Card also contains messages tailored to what the user
should do next based on their current conditions; messages that are
generated often by OmMeGo Coach AI, and are often reviewed by
their Human Coach. These messages could have also been overriden
or edited by their Human Coach, providing a seamless messaging
and human-AI hybrid intelligent view to the Customer.
The Uber card also provides really rapid and rich access to the
Programs and Observations browsing, starting from the ability to
touch different parts of the card to get to the Submit Observations
page, to the Programs, or to individual Observations. More details
on how this direct access from the Uber Card to other parts of
the mobile app are possible are illustrated in figures in Appendix
(Section 6). See Figure 17 for Submit flow, Figure 18 for direct start
sequence for the Uber Card, Figure 19 for Program Details access,
and Figures 20, 21, 22 for Observations access and navigation.
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On the desktop web app, clicking on the User Card of a customer
results in the My Status Program Cards to pop up for the customer
(Figure 12) and allow the Coach to navigate to a Customer’s Program. When the Coach clicks on a Program Card, the Coach view
also switches to that of this Customer, including all other menu
options. This allows the Coach to see what the Customer sees, and
then on a desktop UI as shown earlier, perform dynamic Program
creation and analysis.
On both the mobile and web app the Coach can easily switch
between Customers simply by returning to the first screen of My
Status window where all User cards are visible.
With this patent pending technology, in an essence, the Coach
can see everything that is happening to any of their customers at
three levels in an instant, from both their mobile app and desktop
app:
(1) Detailed metric view of various vitals of the Customer, including time-series data.
(2) Daily summarized Observations and how good the Customer
is doing on a given day for a given type of Observation
(3) Quickly find out how good the Customer is doing on various
Programs, and if there is anything important of note detected
by the Coach AI that needs attention from the Coach.
The human Coach can then communicate with their Customers
and perform dynamic program analysis on their Customer’s account
from their own account.
The above capability is also very powerful for friends and family
monitoring with the OmMeGo Sentinel Program, which is included
in all OmMeGo packages. It can provide a sense of security and
safety for loved ones, and even help them monitor each other on
several critical metrics.
For businesses and for doctor’s offices, the Customers can also be
registered and associated with a Provider, e.g. for a doctor’s office or
a business Owner. The business owner of the Provider can provide
a list managers and employees mapping who are given access. An
example where this is important is for a manager who needs to
monitor and prevent COVID-19 spread among their employees. For
privacy protection, the administrator is not allowed access to their
employees’ individual wellness Programs, which are only accessible
to their individual coaches.
Note that the color of the User Card matches the most relevant
Program for that Customer that the Coach has access to. The statistics shown in the User Card are also then associated with the
underlying most relevant Program. An example of this is shown in
Figure 11.
Another capability that the Coach has is the ability to click on an
Observation and then edit the Observation. The editing also allows
the Coach to mark an Observation from a Customer as invalid,
override scores for an Observation 12 , or to edit/add messages for
the Customer that are shown to the Customer in the Uber, User or
Program Cards.
The Coach can also switch between different Customers simply
by returning to Command Center, and then clicking on another
Customer’s User Card. Note that on the mobile app, a Coach can use
the Command Center for instant access to the Uber Card of each
user and see the last updated statuses of their Customers without

5.5.9 Command Center & User Cards. Our system also comes
with an important capability; allowing a human Coach to login
to their own OmMeGo account, and then have fast access to their
customers to:
(1) Monitor Customer vitals and other metrics in near-real-time
on Customer’s Uber Card.
(2) Monitor, update, verify and invalidate daily Observations
from Customer.
(3) Create, edit and analyze Programs for a Customer.
(4) Send specific messages to the Customer visible to them on
their Uber Card, or to edit or update messages from the
Coach AI.
A key entry point for accessing various Customer’s data by a
human Coach starts from the Command Center. The Command
Center consists of a list of User cards, with each User Card representing one Customer (Figure 11). The Command Center cards also
contain links for communicating to the customers such as ability to
call the Customer. Only coaches who have access to a Customer’s
data can see that Customer’s User card and access their data; thus
providing a high level of security and privacy to the Customer. Note
that more than one coach can see a Customer’s information.
The list of Customer User Cards within the Command Center
are sorted by the importance or seriousness of the Customer’s status compared to the other Customers in the list from the Coach’s
point of view. For example, a Customer who is sick could be prioritized higher than a Customer with good Wellness results, while
a Customer who needs attention from the Coach to verify some
information, or has an important change in a Program (e.g color
changed from Green to Red), could also be prioritized higher.
Clicking on a User Card on the mobile app causes the coach
to enter their Uber Card. From the Uber Card on the mobile app,
the Coach can get rapid access to the Customer’s vitals, important
messages, and most recent Programs and Observations; identical to
what the Customer themselves see from their own mobile phone
with their Uber Card.

12 For
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some Observation types such as Sentinel.
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for the Customer 14 , but also makes them extremely rapidly accessible; when the Customer opens the OmMeGo mobile app, the
first screen that always shows up, is the Uber Card. These readings
are choreographed there in a much more intelligent and readily
accessible manner than what is possible on the device screens.

switching accounts. Only when they select one of the elements on
the Customer Uber Card that take them to an Observation or a
Program, does the actual account view switch happen.

5.6

OmMeGo Devices

OmMeGo is currently directly integrated with Healbe 13 GoBe2
& Gobe3 wrist smart-watch, and with OmMeGo Sentinel T4 wrist
smart-band. Note that by direct integration, we mean that the user
does not need to manually enter data into our system from these
devices, and they are directly read by the OmMeGo App. Figure 8
shows the GoBe3 and Sentinel T4 devices.

5.7

Examples of OmMeGo Vitals AI

We now describe some examples of Vitals AI to illustrate the power
of our system and to provide easy-to-understand practical examples:
5.7.1 Core Temperature. One type of vital metric that we track
from the OmMeGo Sentinel T4 devices is the body temperature.
The primary function of this sensor on the T4 band is to detect
if someone has a fever. Note that the temperature is read from
the wrist, and that is why we refer to this raw metric as wrist
temperature.
The “body temperature” of the wrist can fluctuate wildly due to
many factors, depending upon how warm or cold the hands are.
For example, going out in a cold environment, or washing one’s
hands with cold water rapidly reduces the wrist temperature. On
the other hand, putting someone’s hand in front of a radiant heat
source, such as a fire-place or a cooking stove, causes rapid increase
in the observed wrist temperature. Increased wrist temperature is
also observed when putting our hands under a warm blanket, or
after a heavy exercise.
It is therefore not possible for the Customer to simply read the
uncalibrated temperature from the Sentinel T4 device, and use it to
make any reliable judgments. The manual measurement with a high
accuracy device such as an oral or forehead contact thermometer
works, but is tedious. This results in a fever only being detected
when people actually feel feverish 15 , while the automatic raw
readings from the watch are not meaningful.
Ideally, the Customer should be able to simply know what their
true core body temperature is, and if the Customer really has a
fever or an elevated core body temperature, be warned about it
automatically.
OmMeGo Vitals AI and has built in capabilities that indeed gets
close to this utopia, and allows us to have our cake and eat (most
of it) too. You only need to remember to wear the watch, and infrequently verify predictions manually with a high-accuracy external
device (such as an oral thermometer or a forehead contact thermometer) when the Vitals AI is not sure, or thinks that you have a
fever. With our patent pending technology, the Vitals AI automatically learns and gets better over time by adapting to the Customer’s
body using such feedback data. It then requires such input only
when it believes the Customer has a fever, and is almost always
right in that prediction.
The Vitals AI works by watching the patterns of the temperature
changes on the Customer’s wrist throughout the day and over
several days, and uses it to build an AI to predict the correct core
temperature. It uses a Machine Learning process known as Active

5.6.1 Getting devices for an OmMeGo Subscription. OmMeGo
Sentinel T4 is not sold separately, and is included for free with an
annual or monthly OmMeGo subscription plan. We also provide
free replacements to our customers for lost or broken Sentinel T4
during the period of the subscription.
GoBe3 is the third and the latest generation GoBe device from
Healbe, while Sentinel T4 is directly brought to the US, EU and
Indian markets by our company, in partnership with our manufacturer. We sell GoBe2 and GoBe3 separately on ommego.com,
which can then be added to an OmMeGo subscription, or it can
be bought with the OmMeGo Platinum package. A Customer can
also add their own GoBe2 or GoBe3 device to an existing OmMeGo
subscription, even if they purchased it from Healbe or a third party.
GoBe2 and GoBe3 are only sold by us in the US market for now, but
we are working on bringing them to the EU and India very soon.
For the rest of the world, we work with our customers to provide
international shipping at additional cost, where feasible.
For latest information on currently available OmMeGo subscription packages and device shipping logistics for your region, please
visit us at ommego.com or contact us.
5.6.2 Special Device Metrics. Note that both these devices come
with several standard raw measurements, but they all become a lot
more accurate after calibration with the OmMeGo App. For now,
the calibrated readings are only visible on our mobile Apps and
web App, but not on the device displays, where you can only see
the raw readings.
While the GoBe (GoBe2 or GoBe3) has several standard readings
such as activity level and heart-rate, what makes it unique is its
ability to measure stress, hydration level, and especially calorie
Intake. On Sentinel T4, the ability to measure body temperature
and blood pressure stand out. There are several other experimental readings on both the devices that we do not recommend our
Customers to use, as they can be inaccurate for many people, and
we do not currently use them or show them in the OmMeGo App.
These include fat, carbohydrate, and protein Intake breakdown in
GoBe, and the blood oxygen and sleep measurements from Sentinel
T4.
However, the Uber Card (see Section 5.5.8) in OmMeGo mobile
app not only continuously updates these readings automatically

14 With

one limitation on Healbe GoBe where Healbe App needs to be installed on
the mobile device, and the app data needs to be synced manually from the Healbe
App, after which OmMeGo is able to read automatically. We plan on getting rid of this
limitation by January 2021.
15 At which point it is too late for an early detection, which is one of the goals of
OmMeGo Sentinel Program used in the Sentinel Mode, and for friends-and-family
monitoring.

13 http://www.healbe.com
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(b)

Figure 8: Latest OmMeGo integrated devices: (a) the third generation GoBe smart-watch from Healbe called GoBe3. Compared
to GoBe2 (not shown here but also available with OmMeGo), GoBe3 has a more comfortable strap, hypo-allergic platinum
coated backplate, smaller size, and an improved screen. (b) OmMeGo Sentinel T4 smart-band that is included for free with the
OmMeGo Sentinel subscription. GoBe3 (and GoBe2) can be added to the OmMeGo subscription, and is unique in the world in
its ability to automatically measure calorie Intake, while Sentinel T4 stands out for its ability to measure body temperature.
Sentinel T4, when used with OmMeGo, has the additional ability to measure daily levels of fitness/sickness for the Customer.
Note that these devices produce uncalibrated Wrist Temperature, Intake, and other metrics. These and other raw metrics from
the devices get transformed into calibrated readings by the Vitals AI to make them more accurate. The calibrated metrics are
only visible inside the OmMeGo App.
Learning, which is a well-known approach in Machine Learning. In
Active Learning.
The calibrated core body temperature that we call the core temperature is used in several different OmMeGo Programs including
Sentinel for in-office monitoring for infections, and is also a component of the Sick/Fit predictor discussed in the next section. It is also
included with our OmMeGo Sentinel T4 package used for remote
monitoring of health of friends and family.

The metric can also predict if a Customer is about to get sick,
which can help in many different ways; e.g. for COVID-19 and
during other types of future epidemics, this signal can be used in
the Sentinel Mode of OmMeGo by the employer to get employees
tested, or request them to work from home/stay at home. This
prevents infection from spreading at work even better than just
with temperature checks, as the Sick/Fit predictor can detect an
infection even before someone gets an elevated core temperature (a
fever), thus substantially reducing the risk of them being infectious.
Another important and immediate application of OmMeGo that
our users are really excited about, is the ability to help them monitor an elderly or other high risk loved-ones in their family remotely.
The Sick/Fit predictor metric can help our customers plan preventive measures for their loved ones, such as getting them checked-in
with a doctor for preventive care. And if they live alone, they can
remotely detect the risk and warn a neighbor, relative or a caretaker to go check on them. We can imagine all sorts of life-saving
scenarios that could be helped with this capability.
On the fitness side of this equation, the human-AI OmMeGo
coaching system can create fitness Programs that use the Sick/Fit

5.7.2 Sick/Fit Predictor. A new type of vital metric that OmMeGo Vitals AI extracts from the Sentinel T4 device data is the
Sick/Fit Predictor. At any given point in time, this metric predicts
on a scale ranging from being really sick on one extreme, to being
in the best possible health on the other extreme.
A metric value of 0 implies the Customer is really sick, while a
score of 100 implies that they are in an average health. A value of
200 implies that they are predicted to be twice as fit as their average
fitness level. The Sick/Fit metric is calibrated to a Customer’s own
typical fitness levels based on their recent historical fitness data,
making it a lot more meaningful for the Customer than an arbitrary
scale of fitness.
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metric to optimize their workouts and speed up their fitness improvements 16 .
A Customer working with their human Coach, or even in a
self-coaching mode, can optimize days when they should be doing
more intense and longer workouts, such as a big run or larger
muscles weight training. For example, when the metric says they
are in super-fit state and when they have had appropriate rest days
between workouts.
On the other hand, if their sick/fit score falls a lot lower than 100,
they could choose relaxation, extra sleep or a rest-day to recover. Or
there could be a scenario where their score has fallen only slightly
below 100, and they know have not slept well, or have worked for
long hours and are just feeling a bit congested or groggy. For this
scenario of moderate degradation in fitness level, going for a short
run, stretching, or a warm-up might be the best regimen to get their
body, lungs and head cleared up.
Removing sick day workouts in such a manner can reduce the
likelihood of someone infecting others at the gym, or injuring/making
themselves sick due to too much physical stress. On the other hand,
relaxing or sleeping in on such days could have helped them fight
off an infection.
By reducing the intensity and frequency of sickness, the system can also help the Customer recover faster. At the same time,
synchronizing their most intense workout routines with the days
they feel the best can result in faster gains over time, ironically
with fewer workouts! As they say, muscle gain happens between
workouts on the rest days, not on the days one works out in the
gym, or the days someone gets sick.
The Sick/Fit Vitals AI is built on top of OmMeGo Sentinel T4
data. It uses a patent-pending technology that combines several
different metrics from the Sentinel T4, including heart-rate, bloodpressure and core temperature. Some of these metrics are processed
by another part of the Vitals AI first to make them calibrated, before
they are used in the Sick/Fit Vitals AI. Just as in the case of the
core temperature Vitals AI, there is a proprietary Active Learning
feedback loop that is used to calibrate the Sick/Fit predictor.

5.8

the data when the device is loose, and correcting for inherent bias
in the Intake and Burn estimates from GoBe3 based on observed
changes in the body weight of the Customer. In our system, we
train separate models for the Customer for GoBe2 and GoBe3, since
the two devices have somewhat different biases.
After the system corrects for the biases, we are able to then
compute more accurate calorie deficit and provide much stronger
signals on the days that the Customer had calorie surplus, and the
days they had a calorie deficit.
These corrected values are then used by the OmMeGo Coach
AI to manage weight loss 17 and fitness related programs that
Customers create with their Coach. As described in Section 5.5.5,
these dcd Programs are designed to aggregate data across multiple
submissions and then measure which one does better.
For a dcd Program, the OmMeGo Coach AI first calculates the
baseline calorie for the user by computing the average of all the
Intake and Burns over all the dcd Observations submitted by the
user belonging to all the dcd Programs that the user has. This
“global” average represents a single calorie number for both Intake
and Burn that, if adopted, could help the Customer maintain their
current body weight, and requires the minimum possible deviation
from their current eating and exercise habits. Then, the normalized
dcd score, which measures percent calorie deficit compared to the
baseline calorie, is computed by simply dividing the raw deficit
calories by this baseline calorie. The normalized Intake and Burn
are similarly also calculated by dividing by the same baseline calorie.
Thus, for Intake and Burn, a value below 100, for either of them,
represents less than baseline Intake or Burn respectively, while
values above 100 represent higher than average baseline Intake and
Burn.
An example of these patent-pending normalizations can be seen
for the dcd observations in Figure 15. In this example 18 , the baseline calorie was 2,566.30, over 122 submissions over 7 different
Programs 19 . The names of these 7 programs can be seen on the left
panel. Among them, a Program called Skate Boarding, can be seen
as having an average Intake and Burn 20 of 2,427.00 and -2,526.00
calories respectively over 13 days of Observations. For this Program,
the average difference between Intake and Burn for this Program
is -99 calories, which means there was an average deficit of 99 calories. It also means that the Burned calories were 99 calories larger
than the Intake, which can seen as the difference between the two
(2,427-2,526).
This daily calorie deficit, or the dcd metric also corresponds to
3.9% of the baseline calorie values of 2,566,30. It is interesting to
note that dividing Intake and Burn by the baseline calories also
shows how much higher or lower than baseline the Intake and
Burn calories are. This normalization, thus, makes it very easy for
the human Coach or the Customer to review the results, and to
understand whether the deficit was caused by less intake or by
more burn. In this particular example, as can be seen from the
results, the Intake was 94.6% of the baseline while the Burn was
98.4% of the baseline. This implies that the Customer actually ended
up with a deficit due to less Intake, and not due to extra exercise.

An Example of Coach AI with DCD
Programs

Using the dcd Observation Type (Table 4) as an example, Figure
9 illustrates an example of the OmMeGo Coach AI (b) working in
conjunction with a corrected Intake, Burn and dcd metrics produced
by the OmMeGo Vitals AI (a). The Vitals AI for dcd Observation
Type uses an Active Learning and feedback mechanism similar to
the ones described earlier for the core temperature and the Sick/Fit
metrics (Figure 9, Section 5.7). For dcd, this learning process collects
daily body weight data during the OmMeGo dcd Observations
submissions. Right now this information is entered manually by
the user, though in the future we may support direct integration
with a Bluetooth weighing scale.
Then, using a Machine Learning model, we extrapolate and adjust the Intake and Burn in several different ways to make them
more accurate, including adjustment for missing hours when the
user is not wearing the watch 24/7, adjusting for other gaps in

17 Weight

gain in some rare cases.
a real user, reproduced here with their permission.
19 19+ 41+ 18+ 2+ 13+ 8+ 21 = 122
20 After correction by the Vitals AI.
18 From

16 We

will be releasing a new Observation Type soon to work with this metric, likely
by December 2020.
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(b)

Figure 9: An illustration of Vitals AI working with Coach AI to drive value for the Customer with GoBe3 device. (a) dcd (Daily
Calorie Deficit) OmMeGo Vitals AI takes uncalibrated Intake and Burn measurements from Healbe GoBe3 smart watch, and
then produces Intake and Burn calibrated to the Customer’s body. It achieves this by taking weight changes feedback into
account (b) the corrected (calibrated) Intake and Burn are then used in OmMeGo coaching Programs run by OmMeGo HumanAI coach combination.
This may seem counter-intuitive but actually makes sense when
we understand the context that this Customer is a super-active and
fit individual who is also a professional coach, and the Skating-only
days are days that he was less active than his typical day (very
active).
On the other hand, the days he is Skating and performing an
additional exercise, that Program (a Program marked as Skating+
in Figure 15(b)), consisting of 21 Observations over 21 days of
data, has a much larger -8.3% deficit. For this Program, looking
at the normalized corrected Intake and Burns, it is clear that (and
in contrast with the the Skating-only program), the large deficit
is caused not as much by lower Intake, but predominantly by a
much higher burn of 106.3% of the baseline! Notice that the Intake
calories for this Program were only slightly lower than that of the
Skating-only Program.
These normalized values provide a powerful view for the Customer and their human Coach, where they can separate good days
from bad days, and good dcd programs from bad dcd programs.
It allows the Coach AI to automatically identify (and notify Customer/human Coach about) successful Programs. Additionally, and
as discussed earlier, Coach AI calculates all these numbers completely automatically and instantaneously as these Programs are
created, and as Observations are moved around into and out of
them.
These capabilities, which were earlier restricted only to the
Coaches, are now available to all OmMeGo customers, though

the customers are recommended to go through some training before creating new Programs; they are advised to consult a doctor
and work with a Coach to get more effective and safe results.

5.9

Sentinel Mode: With Real Time Pandemic
Monitoring, Detection, Contact Tracing &
Isolation Algorithms

One of the major usecases of OmMeGo is the Sentinel Mode. The
Sentinel Mode is only available for employers, and is only designed
for outbreaks. When the Sentinel Mode is turned on by the employer, it works with the Sentinel Program to enable certain new
capabilities only for employers.
With Sentinel Mode, OmMeGo starts presenting some additional
notifications and control on top of the OmMeGo Sentinel T4 device
and the Sentinel Program. Capabilities that get turned on include
the ability to notify managers if someone tests positive on COVID19, perform continuous real-time, fully automatic contact tracing,
and enable multi-location, privacy-perserving, in-office automatic
check-ins.
This usecase is primarily designed for the staff of an employer
who need to work from their facilities during the Pandemic, and is
especially designed to stop the spread of a Pandemic infection such
as the recent COVID-19 outbreak. Ideally suited businesses include
shipping centers, restaurants, hospitals, nursing care providers
and other logistics operations. We now describe some of the key
algorithms and processes behind the Sentinel Mode:
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Employer Signup & Logistics.

(1) The employer signs up online and provides a list of their
employees, and their work locations. For the employees, the
employer provides their name, email address, and their manager email (who themselves are on the employee list), while
for the office locations, the employer provides a location id,
GPS coordinates, and a radius for their office building. Each
location also comes with a location type; whether the location is large or small. A small location is a location where all
employees work within a common connected area, and are
likely to infect each other in case of an outbreak.
(2) All employees are then signed up into the system by sending
them an invite. Payments are handled by the employer.
(3) We then distribute the OmMeGo Sentinel T4 wrist-band that
can measure the core body temperature and monitors the
employees for fever automatically. The system also predicts
automatically when they are getting sick.
(4) Privacy Preserving Tracking: We also automatically track
an employee’s location by matching their GPS coordinates
with any of the location ids provided by the employer. Note
that for the Sentinel Mode, we do not track where the employees are outside of their workplace, to protect their privacy.
(5) In the morning before going to work, the system automatically submits the sentinel observation form containing their
temperature reading, and generates an automatic future sickness prediction. Each employee can also (optionally) manually enter some symptoms relevant to the current pandemic
(COVID-19).
(6) The system also auto-submits when the employee arrives
at work, thus automatically detecting and checking them
in. This is especially powerful for large businesses that have
multiple locations, and some employees who move between
workplaces on different days, thus removing the need for
manually tracking this data, which is critical for contacttracing, in case of an outbreak at their workplaces.

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

Figure 10 shows the details of the signup form for the employer
related to the employee list and the employer locations.
5.9.2 Command Center Coloring, Monitoring & Tracing Algorithms for Sentinel Mode. Our Command Center, as described
earlier, already comes with several powerful capabilities for remote monitoring that were designed and built even before the current COVID-19 pandemic. With Sentinel Mode, however, a patentpending real-time automated tracing algorithm is now available for
large employers with multiple locations that works as follows to
detect who is at risk, and uses it to produce enhanced Red / Yellow
/ Green colors for individual employees as follows:

(6)
(7)

(1) Level 1 coloring: Based on the symptoms and the other
information available, the system makes a first level color
prediction of the employee for Sentinel Observation type;
Red / Yellow / Green. Green meaning no sickness risk, Yellow means likely getting sick, and Red if there is a fever. A
combination of several high risk symptoms, and the Sick/Fit
model can also lead to a Yellow or a Red. Note that these
features are also available to families and individuals also
without the Sentinel Mode being turned on, and is a part of

the standard Sentinel Program that works with the OmMeGo
Sentinel T4 subscription.
If the employee shows up at a large office location, it is
assumed that at a large location, not every employee necessarily is within the range of infecting other people. In that
case, the employee is asked to provide the specific list of
people they work with in the given week (co-workers). This
information is also collated with information from other
coworkers to improve accuracy of contacts further, by resolving contradictions (A says they work with B, but B forgot
to list A).
If the employee shows up at a small office location, it is
assumed that every other employee coming to that location
on the same day is in contact with the given employee.
Using data from the last two steps, we build a real-time graph
of contacts between employees on a daily basis, where we
know who is in contact with everyone else. Unlike in other
“passive” contact-tracing methods where there are lot of false
positives and false negatives, due to the active data collection
process of OmMeGo combined with long-term monitoring,
our precision and recall of such a network can be quite high.
We also restrict the contact graph part of the method to be
only used at the workplace, resulting in higher compliance
and predictable behaviors and thus high enough precision
and recall for automatic contact tracing.
Level 2 coloring: An additional coloring scheme to predict
output of a sentinel submission is applied on top of the Level
1 colors predicted that we call Level 2 coloring. This scheme
is as follows: (a) if an employee was in contact at the same
location with another employee within the past N days (for
example 2 weeks) who is currently predicted as Red, then
they become Yellow if they were predicted Green from Level
1 coloring, (b) if an employee has tested positive, then all
employees who were in direct contact in the last two weeks
with that employee turn Red, regardless of their color from
Level 1 coloring, and need to get tested, (c) Any employee
who turned Red is recommended to get tested, and if their
test is negative they turn Yellow, (d) Any employee who
tests negative after being flagged as Red, becomes Yellow,
and their contacts turn to Green if they are Yellow because
of the contact only.
All employees turning Yellow from Green are asked to selfisolate at home. Any employee turning Red is asked to be
tested for COVID-19.
Level 3 coloring: If a large number of employees with a lot
of mutual connections turn Yellow, they all get flagged as
Red and they are recommended to get tested.

Our patent-pending algorithm, as described above, is only practical because of the high-quality automatic active data collection
and monitoring, including symptoms, fever, and sickness detection
already possible with OmMeGo, as opposed to the other passive
methods out there that don’t work very well.
When combined with our advanced and early predictors for
sickness, and rapid real-time monitoring, tracing and notifications,
Sentinel Mode can stop the infection spread at workplaces, and,
because of that, makes it possible to stay open safely without more
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Figure 10: Sentinel signup screen for employers showing the file spreadsheets being uploaded by the employer containing the
employee and employer locations information.
draconian measures and lock-downs. The OmMeGo command center and other features for employers and managers further provides
a rapid and privacy-preserving monitoring and response system.
When an employee turns Red or Yellow, their card shows appropriate phone number; such as their manager’s phone number for
Yellow, and the test center’s phone number for Red, including the
link to nearest or employer-approved test center for Red. It also
shows appropriate notifications to help them take the right actions,
such as stay at home, or get tested.

OmMeGo for employers gets especially powerful when the messages and predictions are further extended to work with Sentinel
and Wellness at the same time, as the mental health and well-being
of employees is becoming an important factor during these trying
times of the pandemic.
5.9.3 Sentinel Mode & Privacy. The system also provides (optional) daily and weekly anonymous summaries to the employers
about their workplace for compliance purposes, and in case of an
outbreak, provides information to the authorities (with employees’
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permission) for contact tracing and isolation at workplace and beyond. We take privacy very seriously, and as part of the signup
and usage agreement with employers, we do not allow employers
to share any information about their employees with the government or any other party, without prior written permission from
the employee. Additionally, only the pre-approved managers of the
employees have access to their employees, and all this is controlled
via the Command Center.

6

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

APPENDIX: OMMEGO APP USAGE
EXAMPLES

(10)

In this section, we present some key sequences of a Customer and a
Coach using the system, with screen-shot illustrations from actual
real-world OmMeGo desktop web App and the mobile App 21
In particular, we present the fast access and interaction between
the OmMeGo human Coach, the Coach AI, and the Customer illustrating the power of the Uber Card fast access to the rest of the App
as compared to traditional non-intelligent user interface navigation, which are tedious and less actionable. Though we still support
access to those components of our Mobile app using traditional
app navigation (as it is often required by Apple and Android), the
Uber Card interacts a lot more efficiently and naturally with the
Customer and the human coach by reducing the number of steps
by automatically predicting, sorting and selecting higher relevance
information and notifications automatically.
There are navigation accesses built into the Uber Card in a compact manner that allow access to everything that the Customer
would care about. These access all start from a single Uber Card
starting screen that acts almost like the “uber” dashboard for the
user.
To summarize, several of these scenarios, and the corresponding
Figures where they are illustrated in, are as follows:

7

(Green) and where were bad (Red), and show all appropriate
statistics.
Figure 22: OmMeGo Mobile App usage sequence showing
the Customer scanning Programs and related contexts and
messages with single clicks using the Uber Card.
Figure 18: Fast access to Uber card on initial mobile app
opening, but with traditional navigation access Menu.
Figure 19: OmMeGo Mobile App usage sequence showing
direct navigation to Programs details from the Uber Card.
Figure 20: OmMeGo Mobile App usage sequence showing
direct navigation to Observations from the Uber Card.
Figure 21: OmMeGo Mobile App usage sequence showing
the Large Scroll Bar navigation to Observations from the
Uber Card.

CALL FOR PARTNERSHIPS

We are looking for partners! If you are an individual or an institutional wellness provider, please contact us to join OmMeGo.
You can increase your productivity and income by being on our
platform, while at the same time helping a lot more people.
As discussed in the paper, our system increases the capability of
coaches in many ways, and provides them access to a large number
of new customers that they would not otherwise have access to. It
also allows them to remotely coach many people who need help,
in a much more effective and automated manner than without
OmMeGo.
We are announcing an open invitation for individual coaches
such as yoga instructors, nutritionists, physical therapists, and
fitness instructors. We are also interested in working with doctors
who want to help their patients change their habits to improve their
health long-term.
In addition, OmMeGo is also inviting companies and organizations that provide such services. We are able to enroll all of the
coaches belonging to your organization into our system with a
single integration. Coaches belonging to an organization are listed
with clearly marked logos to identify that they come from that
organization. Coaches can not only coach all current and future
OmMeGo customers, but can also onboard all their existing customers into our system.
Our customers benefit greatly as our coaching network expands,
which in return attracts even more customers that our coaches
can help. For this reason, coaches and coaching organizations
are invited to join OmMeGo for free. Please contact us at ommego.com, or send us an email at ommego@lightsphereai.com
for more information for onboarding as a coach or as an organization.

(1) Figures 11 and 12: Command Center desktop navigation
by a Coach to individual Customer and their Programs.
(2) Figure 18: OmMeGo Mobile App usage sequence for fast
access to various Customer statuses, messages, and vitals and
their most relevant Programs when the user opens OmMeGo
app.
(3) Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16: Program creation and Dynamic
Program Analysis.
(4) Figure 17: Fast submit access from Uber Card. The Program
cards are pre-sorted by relevance, and show the most relevant
summary stats for the Customer.
(5) Figure 24 shows what happens if the customer were to click
on one of the Program cards seen in Figure 23; it automatically takes them to the My Results page of the desktop app,
and automatically selects the Program that the Customer
clicked (shown in gray). The Program Summary statistics
are seen on this page. Then, if the Customer clicks on one
of the Observations, the detailed stats and any associated
images for that Observation become visible. The colors allow rapid analysis of which Observations were good results

REFERENCES
As a consumer, you can visit us at ommego.com, and sign up and
start using OmMeGo immediately! For questions or more information regarding any of the following, please contact us by email at
ommego@lightsphereai.com:
• For any questions related to OmMeGo
• For additional references related anything presented in this
paper.
• For signing up for an account for your business.

21 These

are from October 2020; we are constantly updating our app; so for the latest
tour of the capabilities, just sign up on ommego.com and start using OmMeGo. We
always offer full no-questions-asked refunds if you are not satisfied, so the easiest
thing to do is to sign up for one of our monthly or annual plans.
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Figure 11: An example of Command Center showing User Cards on the Desktop. A similar menu item and access to Command
Center is also available on the OmMeGo Mobile App, but with the mobile form factor.
• For signing up for a partnership as an individual coach, or
as part of a coaching organization.

• To find out more information about logistics for shipping
devices that are used with OmMeGo in your region.
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Figure 12: An example of the desktop Program cards accessible by a Coach from the Command Center for a given Customer.
Clicking on a Program Card opens up the Uber Card on the OmMeGo Mobile App, while on the desktop OmMeGo App, it
takes the Coach to that Customer’s particular Program.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 13: A Coach creates a new Program for the Customer called skating+ (a) and (b). (b) shows skating(+) as the last Program
with 0 observations, after Yoga.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 14: Moving Observations between Programs for dynamic analysis. Coach moves an observation to the new Program by
moving all Skating Observations from Skate Boarding to Skating+ if a second exercise was done with it. Figures showing drag
and drop (a) and (b) capability to move Observations between 28
programs in our system.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 15: Results of dynamic analysis after Coach moved all Skating Observations from Skate Boarding to Skating+ if a second
exercise was done with it. Figure (a) and (b) shows the ability of our system to instantaneously (dynamically) measure results
as the Observations that were moved, showing that the Customer gets larger gains with skating+ (b) of 8.3% calorie deficit
than with just Skate Boarding (a) of -3.9 %. Before the observations are split into the new Program this could only be theorized.
Within a couple of minutes the Coach is able to verify their conjecture and the Customer can focus on this more productive
Program (Skating+) based on solid side-by-side real-time trials data on their own body.
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Figure 16: If the results are negative, or a Program has already served its purpose, it can simply be deleted.
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(d)

(c)
Figure 17: (a) Customer Uber Card shows Sentinel status as yellow (medium risk in this case). Customer then either clicks on
Home menu, bottom left of (a), to go to the main OmMeGo App menu and then click Submit button (b), or simply click on the
button [S] on Large Uber Card (top part) of (a), for fast access to the Submit form. Both methods of access lead the users to the
Submit form (c) from where the user submits a new observation of type “Sentinel Base". User’s values result in a large enough
score for this Observation submission to cause the status of this program to become Red. After submission the Customer is
redirected to the Large Uber Card automatically, where they can already see that their status has turned Red (d), and they can
already see their new Observation appear in the bottom-right vertical scroll-bar; first entry that is Red with the submission
date.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 18: Customer clicks on OmMeGo app on their mobile (a), which directly leads them to the Uber Card where they can see
their health, vitals and last submission/highest priority Program
32 (b), Customer then clicks “All” on the top left of (b), which
causes the Uber Card to close, leading them to the Program Cards containing all the Programs’ cards for the user (c). Then the
user clicks another program, the second card in (c), which opens the Uber Card again, with different program details displayed
(d).
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(b)

Figure 19: Customer can browse the details of a program directly from the Uber Card by clicking on the square button (labeled
[A]) on the small Program card shown at the bottom of the Uber Card (a) to get to the Program Stats (b). From (b) they can
then also click on the “Next Program" to go the next most relevant Program’s details. They can also click on the scroll bar for
individual observations access on the bottom right of (b) to access individual observations.
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(b)

(c)

Figure 20: Customer can browse the individual observations directly from the Uber Card (a) by clicking on the vertical scroll
bar at the bottom right containing dated observations. The scroll bar can scroll up and down and lists the Observations by
date, with the latest one on the top and oldest one on the bottom. The colors represent the color of the individual observations.
When clicking on one of the observations, we get to the screen (b), which contains the summary statistics for the Exercise Bike
Program in more detail. If the Customer clicks on “Image >" on top-right of (b), it takes user to the Image associated with this
Program (c). User can go back from Image (c) to Stats (b) by clicking on “< Stats" on top-left of (c). They can also go back to the
Uber Card (a) by clicking the “< All" on top-left of (b).
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(c)

Figure 21: Customer can also click on the Program Card on Uber card (a) to open a larger vertical scroll that contains more
information (b), and then click on one of the dated colored observations items to continue to Observation details (c), and then
can continue further to Observation image if one present. Note that the large scroll bar is beneficial for the user if they are
long sighted (so can’t see the small scroll bar details on Uber Card easily), or prefer easier touch control of the large card, or if
they also want to quickly review the actual Scores of the individual observations and not just their color before selecting, as
that is not visible in the small scroll bar.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 22: Customer can browse the most relevant programs sequentially also directly from the Uber Card (a) by pressing
“>" on top right of the screen, which takes them to the next Program by relevance in the Program cards, in this case (b), the
Exercise Bike. They are able to do that without having to go back to Program cards and come back. The messages on the Uber
Card also adapt based on the Program being selected in the card.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 23: Customer logs in (a) and browses their Programs in the Status menu which shows all their Program cards (b) with
high level summary of each of the Programs of the Customer. The Programs are also sorted by relevance with the most relevant
Programs appearing first.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 24: When the Customer clicks one of the Program Cards (Figure 23(b)), they land to the My Results page which shows a
summary of the various Programs on the left panel and the Program high level summary statistics on the right (a). Note that
the Program that the user wants to access is automatically selected when they navigate from Figure 23(b) to (a) thus making
this access fast. When the Customer clicks on a specific Observation seen in the middle panel of (a), in this case Sep 12, 2020,
they see the statistics and the image specific to this Observation as seen in image (b).
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